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Abstract. Previously, we proposed an approach for corporate decision making 

with self-organizing patent maps labeled by technical terms and AHP. First, we 

extracted keywords by text mining to transform patent documents into feature 

vectors of the companies. Second, we inputted the feature matrix of technical 

terms and company names into self-organizing maps to create patent maps 

labeled by the technical terms. Then, we considered several corporate 

strategies utilizing the patent maps and made a decision with AHP. In previous 

papers, we used all documents applied for a patent in Japan and self-organizing 

patent maps labelled by technical terms. In this paper, we consider several 

corporate strategies on R&D of new products using two types of patent maps 

labeled by technical terms and company names. We applied our approach to 

patent area of information home appliance and home network. We used only 

registered patents to show examples of considering corporate strategies and 

decision making with AHP. 

 

Keywords: business intelligence, technology marketing, decision making, 

corporate strategy, new products, patent maps, self-organizing maps, text 

mining, AHP 

  

  

1      Introduction 
  

When a company starts research and development or licensing for entering into a new 

business in a certain technology field, the company needs to recognize the overall 

scope of that and other related technology fields, including pertinent patents. A patent 

map is the visualized expression of total patent analysis results for understanding 

complex patent information easily and effectively. The patent map is produced by 

gathering, processing, and analyzing pertinent patent information of the targeted 

technology field. Creating and updating such a map requires substantial human effort. 

Because automatic tools for assisting patent analysis are in demand, patent documents 

are typically analyzed by text mining, which is a technique for finding hidden and 

useful patterns in a text database [1, 2]. In addition, numerous works show that self-

organizing maps (SOMs) [3] are effective in classifying a collection of text 

documents and building two-dimensional maps.  

Previously, we proposed an approach for decision making of corporate strategy that 

uses self-organizing patent maps labeled by technical terms [4, 5] and the analytic 

hierarchy process (AHP) [6]. First, we extracted keywords by text mining to 

transform patent documents into feature vectors of the companies. Second, we 
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inputted the feature matrix of technical terms and company names into SOMs to 

create patent maps labeled by the technical terms. Then, we considered several 

corporate strategies utilizing the patent maps and made a decision with AHP.  

In this paper, we consider several corporate strategies on R&D of new products using 

two kinds of patent maps labeled by technical terms and company names. We applied 

our approach to patent area of information home appliance and home network. We 

used 556 registered patents which were applied from 2000 to 2014 in Japan to show 

examples of creating self-organizing patent maps, considering corporate strategies 

and decision making with AHP. 

 

2      Creating Self-Organizing Patent Maps 
 

The SOM algorithm is based on unsupervised, competitive learning [3]. It provides a 

topology preserving mapping from the high dimensional space to map units. Map 

units, or neurons, usually form a two-dimensional lattice and thus the mapping is a 

mapping from high dimensional space onto a plane.  

We collected 556 registered patent documents (in Japanese) containing summary and 

claims from the J-PlatPat (Japanese Platform of Patent Information) provided by 

Japan’s National Center for Industrial Property Information and Training using the 

keywords “information home appliance” and “home network.” The number of 

applicants was 85 from the time period 2000 to 2014. In order of the number of 

patents, the company names are C1 to C85.The number of registered patents of C1, 

C2 and C3 is 76, 56 and 47, respectively. We extract technical terms by word 

frequency analysis. We extract nouns whose frequency is five or more and whose 

number of letters is three or more. We ignore words which are vague, such as 

“computer,” “data,” or “system.” We also extract technical terms by dependence 

relation analysis. Here, we extract nouns according to four cues of Japanese words: 

hon-hatumei (this invention), teikyou (offer), kadai (problem) and mokuteki (purpose) 

[7]. We extracted 27 words by using the word frequency and dependence relation 

analysis. We considered similar words as one word to reduce the number of words 

because a large number of words cannot be used to cluster patents using SOM. Table 

1 shows part of the feature matrix. For example, the number of “Rooter” in all patents 

of C2 is eight. 

  

Table 1. Part of the feature matrix. 

(a) Part of the feature matrix for patent maps labeled by company names. 

Company name Rooter Routing Roaming 

C1 1 1 1 

C2 8 3 1 

C3 1 2 2 

  

(b) Part of the feature matrix for patent maps labeled by technical terms. 

Technical term C1 C2 C3 

Rooter 1 8 1 

Routing 1 3 2 

Roaming 1 1 2 
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Figures 1, 2 and 3 show component maps of self-organizing patent map labeled by 

technical terms for C1, C2 and C3, respectively, in which a color scale shows the 

number of terms. Dark blue means that corresponding terms are not present. Red 

means that the frequency of occurrence of corresponding terms is high. As technical 

terms “Mobile,” “Agent” and “Gateway” are located near, these terms are closely 

related. C2 is superior to C1 in agent and mobile technology. C3 is superior to C1 in 

gateway technology. C1 is superior to C2 and C3 in contents technology.  

Figures 4 and 5 show component maps of self-organizing patent map labeled by 

company names for contents and audio-signal, respectively. As C3, C5, C7 and C8 are 

located in the same cluster, these companies are similar in patents on information 

home appliance. According to Figure 4, C5 has many patents on contents. According 

to Figure 5, only C2 has a patent on audio-signal. 

  

 
  

 Fig. 1. Self-organizing patent map labeled by technical terms for C1. 
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Fig. 2. Self-organizing patent map labeled by technical terms for C2. 

  

  

 
  

Fig. 3. Self-organizing patent map labeled by technical terms for C3. 
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Fig. 4. Self-organizing patent map labeled by company names for contents. 

  

  

 
  

Fig. 5. Self-organizing patent map labeled by company names for audio-signal. 

  

3      Considering Corporate Strategies 
  

Here, we propose an improved way of considering corporate strategies with self-

organizing patent maps labeled by technical terms (technical patent map) and 

company names (company patent map). Here, we consider corporate strategies of C2 

who will overcome C1 in collaboration with C3 if necessary. 
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Step 1: Decide the target company for whom corporate strategies are considered. 

Here, we decided C2 who is one of leading companies in the field of information 

home appliance. 

  

Step 2: Decide the company who is competitive with the company decided in Step 1. 

Here, we decided C1 whose number of registered patents on information home 

appliance is the most. 

  

Step 3: Decide the company with whom the company decided in Step 1 is in 

collaboration if necessary. Here, we decided C3 who is also one of leading 

companies. 

  

Step 4: Find technical terms which appear more frequently in the technical patent 

map of C2 or C3 than in the technical patent map of C1, by observing technical patent 

maps. Consider a corporate strategy in which C2 will promote product development 

using the technology as a selling point. 

  

Step 5 Find technical terms which appear more frequently in the technical patent 

map of C1 than in the technical patent map of C2 and C3, by observing technical 

patent maps. Consider a corporate strategy in which C2 will promote research and 

development (R&D) on the technology, or find company X which has the 

technology, by observing company patent maps, and promote product development 

by working together with X.

  

Step 6: Find technical terms which don’t appear in the technical patent map of C1, C2 

and C3, by observing technical patent maps. Consider a corporate strategy in which 

C2 will promote R&D on the technology, or find other company Y which has the 

technology, by observing company patent maps, and promote product development 

by working together with Y. 

  

Step 7 Find technical terms which only C2 or C3 has, by observing company patent 

maps, and promote product development using the technology as a selling point. 

  

According to the above steps, we considered the following corporate strategy. 

  

Strategy 1: C2 makes plans for business expansion using the C2’s patent on a mobile 

device which has multiple interfaces. For example, C2 promotes development of the 

product which realizes remote control of home devices connected to home network 

using a mobile phone which has a mobile phone interface and a wireless LAN 

interface. This strategy is considered by Step 4. 

  

Strategy 2: C2 makes plans for business expansion on wireless communication using 

the C2’s patent on an agent technology plus the C2’s and C3’s patents on a home 

gateway technology. For example, C2 promotes development of the product which 

realizes switching the optimum route to the external network at high speed, setting 

home agent's home link automatically and properly, and sharing home devices 

connected to home network by multiple services. This is considered by Step 4. 
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Strategy 3: As C1 has patents on playing contents, C2 enters into licensing 

agreements with C5 who has patents on playing contents. For example, C2 promotes 

development of the product which realizes cooperate playing multiple contents with 

multiple recording and playback terminals connected to home network. This strategy 

is considered by Step 5. 

  

Strategy 4: As C2 has a patent on audio equipment, C2 makes plans for business 

expansion using the C2’s patent on audio signal. For example, C2 promotes 

development of the product which realizes receiving digital media such as music and 

movie files by connecting with any service providers using vehicle communication 

system equipped with audio equipment. This strategy is considered by Step 7. 

  

4   Corporate Decision Making with AHP 
  

AHP is a multi-criteria decision method that uses hierarchical structures to represent a 

problem [6]. Pairwise comparisons are based on forming a judgment between two 

particular elements rather than attempting to prioritize an entire list of elements. The 

AHP scales of pairwise comparisons are shown in Table 2. 

  

Table 2. The AHP scales for pairwise comparisons. 

Intensity of importance Definition and explanation 

1 Equal importance 

3 Moderate importance 

5 Essential or strong importance 

7 Demonstrated importance 

9 Extreme importance 

2, 4, 6, 8 Intermediate values between the two adjacent 

judgments when compromise is needed. 

  

Figure 6 shows an example of the relative measurement AHP model created for 

the task of corporate decision making by C2. Here, we used the following four 

criteria: required time, income, human resources, and R&D funds.  

  

 
  

Figure 6: AHP model for corporate decision making by C2. 

  

Decision making on the corporate strategy by C2 

Required time Income 

Strategy 1 

Human Resources R&D funds 

Strategy 2 Strategy 3 Strategy 4 
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 We assumed the pairwise comparison matrix for C2. The pairwise comparison 

matrix for the four criteria is shown in Table 3. Here, we assumed that required time 

is most important, income is second most important, and R&D funds are third most 

important. As a result, required time is most important and its weight is 0.468. 

  

Table 3: Pairwise comparisons of four criteria. 

  Required 

time 

Income R&D 

funds 

Human 

resources 

Weight 

Required time 1 2 3 4 0.468 

Income 1/2 1 2 3 0.277 

R&D funds 1/3 1/2 1 2 0.160 

Human 

resources 

1/4 1/3 1/2 1 0.095 

Consistency index = 0.01 

  

Consistency index shows whether the pairwise comparison is appropriate or not. 

When the index is lower than 0.1, the pairwise comparison is appropriate. When the 

index is over 0.1, the comparison is not appropriate and should be corrected. In this 

case, consistency index was 0.01 and the pairwise comparison was appropriate. 

The pairwise comparisons of four alternatives with respect to required time are 

shown in Table 4. The weights of Strategies 1 and 4 were highest. Because C2 makes 

plans for business expansion using his own technology in Strategies 1 and 4, we 

assumed that the required time of Strategies 1 and 4 is shortest. 

  

Table 4: Pairwise comparisons of alternatives with respect to required time. 

   Strategy 1 Strategy 2 Strategy 3 Strategy 4 Weight 

Strategy 1 1 3 3 1 0.375 

Strategy 2 1/3 1 1 1/3 0.125 

Strategy 3 1/3 1 1 1/3 0.125 

Strategy 4 1 3 3 1 0.375 

Consistency index = 0 

  

The pairwise comparisons of four alternatives with respect to income are shown in 

Table 5. The weights of Strategies 1 and 2 were highest. Because we assumed that 

Strategies 1 and 2 are related to key technology of information home appliance and 

are most profitable. 

  

Table 5: Pairwise comparisons of alternatives with respect to income. 

  Strategy 1 Strategy 2 Strategy 3 Strategy 4 Weight 

Strategy 1 1 1 3 5 0.390 

Strategy 2 1 1 3 5 0.390 

Strategy 3 1/3 1/3 1 3 0.152 

Strategy 4 1/5 1/5 1/3 1 0.068 

Consistency index = 0.015 
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The pairwise comparisons of four alternatives with respect to human resources are 

shown in Table 6. The weight of Strategy 2 was highest, because the number of 

inventors of C2 and C3 on Strategy 2 is the largest. 

  

Table 6: Pairwise comparisons of alternatives with respect to human resources. 

  Strategy 1 Strategy 2 Strategy 3 Strategy 4 Weight 

Strategy 1 1 1/3 3 1 0.200 

Strategy 2 3 1 5 3 0.522 

Strategy 3 1/3 1/5 1 1/3 0.078 

Strategy 4 1 1/3 3 1 0.200 

Consistency index = 0.014 

  

The pairwise comparisons of four alternatives with respect to R&D funds are 

shown in Table 7. The weights of Strategies 1, 2 and 4 were highest, because there are 

patents of C2 and C3 in these strategies. 

  

Table 7: Pairwise comparisons of alternatives with respect to R&D funds. 

  Strategy 1 Strategy 2 Strategy 3 Strategy 4 Weight 

Strategy 1 1 1 3 1 0.300 

Strategy 2 1 1 3 1 0.300 

Strategy 3 1/3 1/3 1 1/3 0.100 

Strategy 4 1 1 3 1 0.300 

Consistency index = 0 

  

Table 8 shows final results of AHP. Strategy 1 (mobile device) was the best. 

Because we assumed that short required time is most important and high income is 

second most important. The required time of Strategy 1 is shortest and the income of 

Strategy 1 is highest. Strategy 1 is selected as the final choice. 

  

Table 8: Final results of AHP. 

Criteria Required 

time 

Income R&D 

funds 

Human 

resources 

Result 

Weight of 

 criteria 

0.468 0.277 0.160 0.095   

Strategy 1 0.375 0.390 0.300 0.200 0.351 

Strategy 2 0.125 0.390 0.300 0.522 0.264 

Strategy 3 0.125 0.152 0.100 0.078 0.124 

Strategy 4 0.375 0.068 0.300 0.200 0.261 

  

5   Conclusion 
  

We proposed an improved way of considering corporate strategies with self-

organizing patent maps labeled by technical terms and company names. Then, we 

applied our approach to patent area of information home appliance to show examples 

of considering corporate strategies and decision making with AHP. We are sorry that 

we don’t explain details because of limited pages (ten pages). In future work, we will 
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apply our way to the other patent area. We will use other types of AHP [6] and ANP 

[8] for decision making. 
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Abstract: Particle filter is one of the techniques which has been widely used 

in object tracking. Due to the virtue of extendability and flexibility on both 

linear and non-linear environments, various particle filter based trackers have 

been proposed in the literature. However, the conventional approach cannot 

handle very large videos efficiently in the current data intensive information 

age. In this work, a parallelized particle filter is provided in a distributed 

framework provided by the Hadoop/Map-Reduce infrastructure to tackle 

object tracking tasks. The experiments indicate that the proposed algorithm has 

a better convergence and accuracy as compared to the traditional particle filter. 

The computational power and the scalability of the proposed particle filter in 

single object tracking have been enhanced as well. 

 
Keywords: MapReduce, Particle Filter, Single Object Tracking. 

 

 

1   Introduction 
 

Object tracking is a challenging task in many computer vision applications including 

surveillance, gesture recognition, vehicle tracking, medical imaging, etc [1]. Object 

tracking aims to identify the target state using trajectory, orientation, position and 

scale within a sequence of video. In particular, the tracking agent estimates the 

moving object frame by frame and labels the area of interest in the video frame based 

on the previous state [2]. The challenges of object tracking arise due to the noise in 

images, the complexity of object movements, the illumination of changing scenes and 

the difficulty of defining object shapes. In order to simplify the task, most approaches 

make the assumption that no abrupt changes between the object movements. In 

addition, the object is moving in a constant velocity with an acceleration based on the 

previous knowledge. 

In light of the difference of object representation, image feature, model of motion, 

appearance and shape of object [3], a variety of tracking algorithms have been 

proposed in object tracking. Generally, there are two categories: deterministic 

approaches and stochastic approaches. Deterministic approaches typically use an 

iterative search to track the local optima with a cost function. The cost function 

measures the similarity between the current image and the template image. On the 

other hand, stochastic approaches model the underlying dynamics of the tracking 
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system using state space. There is exactly one mode in the posterior probability 

density function (pdf) in a linear-Gaussian model with linear measurement [4]. 

Kalman filter is one popular method to propagate and update the mean and covariance 

of the the distribution. However, it is impossible to estimate the distribution 

analytically in nonlinear or non-Gaussian problem. Sequential Monte Carlo, also 

known as particle filter, is a widely used approach which recursively constructs the 

pdf of the state space using Monte Carlo integration [5]. 

Particle filter is easy to extend and it provides the flexibility to handle both non-linear 

and non-normal object models. Contours, color features and appearance model are 

commonly used in the particle filter approach [6]. Particle filter approximates the 

filtered pdf by a set of weighted particles in any state model. The likelihood score is 

used to measure the weighted particles. Tremendous amount of videos from all 

applications have been accumulated, how to analyze these videos efficiently and on 

time is challenging. However, most of the particle filter-based algorithms have paid 

little attention on how to parallelize the framework in order to handle the large 

volume of videos in a reasonable time. Recently, MapReduce framework has gained 

significant momentum from industry and academic because of its simplicity, 

scalability and fault tolerance. This programming paradigm is a scalable and 

fault-tolerant data processing tool that was developed to provide significant 

improvements in large-scale data-intensive applications in clusters. Based on the 

aforementioned reasons, a parallel particle filter is conducted in a distributed 

framework provided by the Hadoop/Map-Reduce infrastructure in this work. We aims 

to propose particle filter with Hadoop/MapReduce to enhance the computational 

power and the scalability of parallel particle filter in single-object tracking. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the proposed MapReduce based 

algorithm is demonstrated in Section 2. The experimental results and analysis are 

described in Section 3, and the paper is concluded in Section 4. 

 

2  Approach 

 
2.1  Particle Filter 

 
Particle filter is one of Bayesian sequential importance sampling techniques. A finite 

set of weighted samples is used to recursively approximate the posterior distribution. 

Prediction and update are two essential steps in particle filter. Given all the 

observations up to time , denotes as , the probabilistic 

system transition model  is used in the prediction stage to predict the 

posterior at time : 

 

 (1) 

The state at time  with an obersavation  is updated using Bayes’ rule: 

 

  (2) 
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where  is described by the observation equation. A finite set of N samples 

 with importance weight  is used to recursively 

approximate the posterior in Eq.2. The weight of each sample is calculated as:  

 (3) 

 
In order to avoid degeneracy, the importance weights are used to resample the 

samples and an unweighted particle set is generated. The procedure of proposed 

particle filter for single object tracking is listed in Algorithm 1. 

 

 
 

2.2  Hadoop Video Processing Interface 

 

Hadoop Video Processing Interface (HVPI) [7] is a video processing interface which 

can be used over the Hadoop infrastructure. It is an open-source application that 

allows video analytic applications to work in the Hadoop infrastructure. Most of 

existing video analytic applications are implemented by C/C++ such as OpenCV but 

they are not compatible with Hadoop. Apache Hadoop is a widely deployed 

distributed storage to process big data. However, programming framework like 

MapReduce using Hadoop has limited supports for the mainstream video analytic 

applications. 

One of the solution is the use of Java Native Interface (JNI) [8] which integrates a 

Java application with legacy code written in languages such as C/C++ [9]. Though it 

enables native code to run on the Hadoop infrastructue, the code complexity arises. It 
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is hard for configuration if some incompatible issues happen. Another solution is the 

use of streaming API of Hadoop to encapsulate any scripting language. HVPI adopted 

this way to provide an easy-to-use video r/w interface for users to quickly build 

large-scale video analytic applications based on Hadoop and the user can easily 

migrate the existing video analytic applications written in other programming 

languages into Hadoop platform [7]. 

 

2.3  Proposed Approach 

 

Single-frame oriented video analytic approach and frame-series oriented video 

analytic approach are two typical strategies for video processing [10]. The 

single-frame oriented video analytic approach processes each single frame without 

any association. On the other hand, frame-series oriented video analytic approach is 

different which processes a certain number of correlated frames at the same time. The 

HVPI takes the advantages of both to provide an interface in a distributed 

environment. The MapReduce framework splits a video sequence into independent 

chunks which processes frame by frame in a parallel manner. These procedures are 

illustrated in the Fig. 1. 

This framework demonstrates the map step for the proposed algorithm. The proposed 

algorithm starts with the preparation of particles and the selection of background 

image. Each map step reads a single frame of the input video. The selective 

background image is used for background subtraction. The proposed algorithm 2.1 is 

then applied to object tracking. In order to see the distribution of the particles, the 

particles are drawn in the original image and the results are emitted to the reduce step 

as well. The reduce step computes the results and save them in the HDFS as designed. 

The map function and reduce function are illustrated in Algorithm 2. 
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Figure 1: A framework of the proposed algorithm. 
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3  Experiments and Results 
   

3.1  Environmental Setup 

 
The experiments are conducted on an Apache Hadoop cluster with two data nodes 

using MapReduce. The two data nodes are setting in a virtual machine using VMware 

workstation pro 12.5 on a Windows machine (Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700K CPU  

4.00GHz 4.01GHz). The video set is adopted from [14] and [15]. The first video has a 

lady in red walks in and out a room. The second video is a person in gray walking in 

the hallway of a shopping mall. 

 

3.2  Background Subtraction 

In order to detect a dynamic object from a video sequence, the background 

subtraction is a popular technique which is used for foreground segmentation by 

comparing current frame with the background image. The background images need to 

be preprocessed by image binarization [11]. An adaptive threshold is applied to 

binarize the images. The threshold is calculated by Otsuâ ™s method which is used 

to reduce the gray-level of image to a binary image [12]. 

 

 
 
In Fig. 1, the background images are listed in the first column. The second column is 

the binary images after image binarization. The third column includes the sample 

frames in the two videos. The fourth column lists the binary images and the 

background substraction results are demonstrated in the last column. 

 

3.3  Tracking Results 

 

In order to evaluate the tracking result, the proposed PF with MapReduce (MPF) is 

compared with the conventional particle filter (PF) using 800 and 1600 particles, 

respectively in Fig. 2. The PF calculates the color likelihood which is tracking the red 

color of the person. However, the proposed MFP can track the person video with 

better accuracy and it’s not limited to red color. Moreover, the MPF can converge 

much faster than CPF. 
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Furthermore, the tracking result of the proposed MPF applied to a shopping mall 

video using 800 particles is listed in Fig. 3. The result of 1600 particles is also 

illustrated in Fig. 4. The results indicate that a large number of particles can converge 

much faster and provide better accuracy as compared to a smaller number of particles. 

 
3.4  Execution Time 

 

Another important performance measurement for object tracking is the execution 

time. In Fig. 3, the execution time of the proposed algorithm is estimated on a 

single-node Hadoop cluster and a two-node clusters. The experiment is conducted 

with the number of particles varying from 800 to 12800. The proposed algorithm can 

process 12 frames per second in a single-node machine. It then increases to 13 frames 

per second for two-node cluster. The overall performance indicates that two-node 

cluster is faster than the single-node cluster.  
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4   Conclusion 
 

A parallelized particle filter has been proposed to overcome the problems identified 

by previous approaches, where the MapReduce mechanism is used to explore the 

scalability. Experiments and results demonstrated that the proposed method (MPF) 

does improve the tracking performance without introducing extra computational cost. 

The proposed algorithm will be improved to do multiple-object tracking and some 

other edge detection techniques can be adopted to improve the performance of the 

proposed MPF. 
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Abstract. The need to understand and handle large and complex image data is 

critical in many fields in the current information age. Edge detection, a common 

technique used in image processing, uses discontinuities in image properties to 

identify boundaries of objects in images. It is a basic tool in machine vision and 

computer vision, particularly for automatic feature detection and feature extrac-

tion. However, traditional edge detection approaches cannot detect edges in im-

ages in a timely manner due to memory and computational time constraints. In 

this work, we propose a novel parallelized ant colony optimization technique in a 

distributed framework provided by the Hadoop/Map-Reduce infrastructure to im-

prove the edge detection capabilities. Moreover, a filtering technique is applied to 

reduce the noisy background of images to achieve significant improvement in the 

accuracy of edge detection. We also study the scalability and e ectiveness of the 

proposed algorithm.  

Keywords: Edge Detection, Ant Colony Optimization and MapReduce. 

1    Introduction  

Edge detection is one of the most frequently used techniques in computer vision since 

the early 1970s [1]. Edge detection is a fundamental preprocessing step for a variety 

of application, including object tracking [2], segmentation [4], and active contours 

[3]. The image edges are detected and grouped into contours or surfaces to represent 

the boundaries of the objects. Edge detection aims to segment an image by finding 

and placing sharp discontinuities in gray level images. Many edge detection tech-

niques have been reported in previous works such as Canny [5], Sobel [6], Prewitt 

[7], Log [8] etc. However, without optimization techniques, most of the existing de-

tection techniques use a huge search space [9] for the image edge detection. Hence, 

the edge detection task consumes considerable memory and time.  

Ant colony optimization (ACO) [10] is an evolutionary computation-based algorithm 

inspired by the natural phenomenon of ants’ foraging. In this optimization method, 

ants follow an intelligent way of information transfer about the food sources to the 

rest of the colony with the help of some natural chemical secretion (pheromone) [9]. 

The deposited pheromone slowly evaporates over  time while the ants are walking to 

and from the food source. Other ants observe the presence of pheromone trails and 

follow paths with highest concentration of pheromone. The shortest path receives the 

greatest pheromone concentration as more ants travel over it. Thus, the ants eventual-

ly will travel the shorter path with this positive feedback mechanism. Several tech-
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niques have been proposed to handle the edge detection using ACO. In [9] proposed 

an ACO edge detection using F ratio-based technique. An ant colony optimization 

based mechanism to compensate broken edges was presented in citeLu. It adopted 

four moving policies to reduce the computation load. An ACO-based edge detection 

approach was introduced in [12] to tackle the image edge detection problem. All these 

approaches indicate that ACO is a promising technique for edge detection.  

However, because of the sheer volume and increasing complexity of image data being 

collected and created in the field of computer vision, the aforementioned approaches 

are inadequate to handle very large image data in a timely manner. In order to process 

this big data, both increased computer performance and improved algorithms that 

allow the exploration of large parameter spaces are necessary. MapReduce [13] is one 

of the most e cient big data solutions, which enables the processing of a massive 

volume of data in parallel with many low-end computing nodes. This programming 

paradigm is a scalable and fault-tolerant data processing tool that was developed to 

provide significant improvements in large-scale data-intensive applications in clus-

ters.  

This work proposes a novel algorithm in the field of edge detection in images using a 

MapReduce based ant colony optimization (ACO) with filtering, to extract edge in-

formation from the pheromone matrix. The proposed algorithm takes advantage of 

both ACO and parallel computing. We test the algorithm on a greyscale image set, a 

colored-greyscale image set and a color image set. The experimental results show that 

both statistically and visually this method performs better than the earlier reported 

techniques.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the proposed algorithm is demonstrated 

in Section 2. The experimental results and analysis are described in Section 3, and 

Section 4 concludes the paper.  

2    Proposed Approach  

The proposed approach has three major steps: preprocessing step, map step and re-

duce step.  

 

2.1 Preprocessing Step  

The proposed algorithm starts with a preprocessing step. The images need to be pre-

processed in order to convert them to computable formats which the map step can 

process. The images are converting into an image matrix pixel by pixel.   

2.2 Map Step  

The next step of the proposed algorithm is the map step. This is the crucial part of the 

algorithm. Each preprocessed image matrix is the input of the map step. The image is 

segmented with a grid of 5-pixel  5-pixel, 10-pixel  10-pixel, 15pixel  15-pixel, 

20-pixel  20-pixel, and 25-pixel  25-pixel, respectively. The ant colony algorithm 

uses the segmentation results to detect the images edges. The edges are emitted as the 

output of the map step. The detail explanation is listed in Algorithm 1.  
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Edge Detection with ACO: The proposed edge detection with ACO starts with the 

initialization of ants. It then runs iteratively to construct and update the pheromone 

matrix. To perform edge detection with ACO, two major functions need to be rede-

signed. First is how to determine the moving direction of each ant. Multiple observa-

ble conditions present at the time of movement along with a component of random 

chance need to be considered in a weighted approach. Eq. 1 is calculated to decide the 

moving direction of each ant.  

                                        (1)  

where wij represents the neighboring pixel at location (i, j). P [i, j] represents the cur-

rent pheromone level at the pixel with the pheromone matrix P . I[i, j] 

Another function to consider is the pheromone deposit. The equation that deter-

mines the pheromone drop quantity is (see Eq. 2).  

                                       (2) 

 where d represents the pheromone drop amount after each ant step. I is the same as 

before.  is the scaling factor of the pheromone deposit. Once all steps are completed, 
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the pheromone matrix P gets filled with different levels of pheromone at each pixel. 

To reduce the amount of excess edge data that could be caused by lower amount of 

pheromones, a filter method is adopted to select the cutoff level (see Algorithm 2). 

The detailed procedures are listed in Algorithm 3. The final edge results are produced 

for the following reduce step.  

2.3 Reduce Step  
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3   Experiments and Results  

3.1 Environmental Setup  

The experiments are conducted both on a single-node Windows machine (Intel Core 

i7-7500U Kaby Lake (2.7 GHz, up to 3.5 GHz, 4 MB cache, 2 cores)) and m3.xlarge 

EC2 instances (Intel Xeon Processor E5-2670 v2 Ivy Bridge ( 2.50 GHz, 25MB 

Cache, 4 cores)) from AWS. The parameters values are listed in Tabel 1. 30 images 

[14] which can be categorized into greyscale, colored-greyscale and color are used for 

experimental purpose.  

3.2 Experimental Results with ACO  

Detection results with the selective images of the proposed mapreduce based 

unfiltered ACO and the filtered ACO are illustrated in Fig. 1. As shown in the figure, 

the segmentation steps are 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 respectively. The first image is a sam-

ple for the greyscale image set. The filtered edge contains less background noise as 

compared to the unfiltered edges on all segmentation steps. The second image is a 

sample of colored-greyscale image set. Similarly, it has less noise on the background 

and the shadows around the content of the image have been mostly removed as well. 

The third image is a sample of color image set. It is clear that the background noise 

has been removed as compared to the unfiltered approach.  
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3.3 Statistical Analysis  

Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio(PSNR) are used to com-

pare the performance of the unfiltered ACO and the filtered ACO. The result with the 

25 segmentation steps of the whole image sets is listed in Table 2.  

The result indicates that the filtered ACO consistently performances better as com-

pared to the unfiltered ACO in terms of MSE and PSNR. Moreover, the unpaired t-

test with a significance level of 0.5 is performed on the data set of the wo approaches. 
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The null hypothesis is applied (YOU SHOULD EXPLICITLY STATE THE NULL 

HYPOTHESIS, I THINK). The P-values produced in Table 3 show a very promising 

value to conclude that the improvements of the filtered edges over the unfiltered edges 

is not merely coincidental.  

3.4 Detection and Scalability Results using EMR  

 

The filtered ACO was later implemented and run on the Amazon web service to ex-

plore its scalability. The detection results of the selective images are listed in Fig. 2. 

The results are consist with the experiments conducted on a single-node cluster. The 

filtered ACO performs better than the unfiltered ACO in terms of background noise. 

Later, we conduct a scalability analysis whereby the segmentation step is increased by 

5 dimensions for the whole image set. We observe a normal linear trend of the execu-

tion time for increasing segmentation step given that the date set is fixed in Fig. 3. 

The last experiment conducts a scalability analysis whereby the number of data nodes 

are increased linearly with the same image set. A fixed segmentation step with value 

10 is selected. The result is illustrated in Fig. 4. The execution time of the proposed 

algorithm follows a linear trend with the data node range from 2 to 16. However, it 

doesn’t perform linearly when the data node reaches 16 due to the throughput.  
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4    Conclusion 

In this paper, a novel ACO image edge detection with Hadoop MapReduce was suc-

cessfully developed. The proposed method takes advantage of the parallelism of 

ACO, its rapid convergence, and the virtue of the MapReduce paradigm. As shown in 

Section 3 the results demonstrate the e ectiveness of applying ACO edge detection 

algorithm on the distributed system like Hadoop MapReduce. In the future, we pro-

pose to apply the algorithm in an image processing pipeline for object recognition and 

object tracking with improved speed and accuracy.  
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Abstract: Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have proven to be an effective 

approach to learning a classifier from complex datasets. However, highly 

nonhomogeneous data distributions can pose a challenge for SVMs when the 

underlying dataset comprises clusters of instances with varying mixtures of class 

labels. To address this challenge we propose a novel approach, called a cluster-

supported Support Vector Machine, in which information derived from clustering 

can be incorporated directly into the SVM learning process. We provide a 

theoretical derivation to show that when the total empirical loss is expressed in 

terms of the combined quadratic empirical loss from each cluster, we can still 

find a formulation of the optimisation problem that is a convex quadratic 

programming problem. We discuss the scenarios where this type of model would 

be beneficial, and present empirical evidence that demonstrates the improved 

accuracy of our combined model. 

1. Introduction 

Support Vector Machines, built on the concept of margin theory, have become one of 

the most widely used supervised learning algorithms. SVMs try to maximize the 

minimum of the geometric margin i.e., the distance between the decision boundary 

and the instances closest to it. These instances, called support vectors, are typically 

small in number compared to the total number of instances, and thus a small number 

of inner products are required to make a prediction on unseen instances. SVMs can be 

used for both classification and regression, although the work presented in this paper 

focuses on improving the classification task. 

In practice, the distribution of instances from each class can be highly 

nonhomogeneous. The density of instances can vary throughout the feature space, 

corresponding to clusters of instances. Moreover, the distribution of labels can vary 

from one cluster to another, so that one cluster can be rich in instances belonging to 

one class, while another cluster may contain a majority of instances from a different 

class. A challenge for SVMs in this context is that while the chosen support vectors 

may reflect the overall distribution of the dataset, but may not be representative of the 

distribution in each cluster. 

Clustering algorithms have been used as a tool in many data mining tasks, for the 

purpose of understanding the grouping that exists among the samples in a dataset. Our 

work focuses on how the combined use of clustering algorithms and SVMs can be 

used to improve the accuracy of classification on highly nonhomogeneous datasets. 

Past research has shown that the straightforward approach of dividing the data 

according to the cluster labelling, and then learning a separate model for each cluster 

can yield improvements in accuracy. However, our aim is to find a way that these two 
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approaches can be more closely integrated. For this reason, we look for a way to 

incorporate some of the knowledge from the clustering into the learning process of 

the SVM. 

In particular, we aim to modify the loss function of the SVM to reflect the accuracy 

within each cluster, so that we minimise the variation in accuracy between clusters. 

While this provides a way to improve the overall accuracy of classification, the 

underlying optimisation problem of SVM learning is no longer a quadratic 

programming problem. However, we provide a theoretical proof that the resulting loss 

can be upper bounded by a linear combination of simpler expressions, which yields a 

convex quadratic optimisation problem for training our cluster-supported SVM 

classifier. In this way, we can use clustering to provide an efficient way of modelling 

local nonhomogeneity in the underlying data distribution when constructing the SVM. 
 The contributions of the work presented in this paper are: 

 •  We investigate how SVM models perform in relation to the knowledge provided 
by clustering algorithms, that is, the clusters that can be assigned to the data.  

 •  We design a way to use the clustering assigned to a given dataset in the learning 
process of SVM.  

 •  We perform a detailed empirical analysis that gives clear insight of the relation of 
the type of data and the performance of SVM with incorporated clustering 
knowledge.  

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the Related 

work in the area of SVM and clustering for classification. We then present the 

proposed algorithm in Section 3. Section 4 presents the datasets used in the empirical 

evaluation and the research findings. We conclude into a summary the contributions 

of the work shown in this paper in Section 5. 

2. Related Work 

The success of Support Vector Machines (SVMs) in the tasks of classification and 

regression has led to an increased use of this method over different types of analysis. 

From time series analysis [1], graph matching [10] and dimensionality reduction [11], 

SVMs have proven to be more than just a powerful classification tool. Practical 

application has also motivated research into SVM that speed-up the learning time [2, 

4] and are capable of dealing with large data sets [3]. 

With the emergence of Big Data, processing large data sets has become a greater 

challenge than before. A version of SVM that screens the data for features that are 

irrelevant or with very little relevance has been proposed by [8]. A pre-processing 

stage of looking into samples which are not contributing to the classifier has been 

suggested by [5]. Related to that, investigating the option of reducing the number of 

learned support vectors via multiple kernels in order to allow for faster testing is a 

useful approach [12]. Additional optimisation of the mean and variance alongside the 

empirical loss has been introduced by [31]. Even consideration of the underlying 

hardware architecture and parallel processing has provided a contribution in the area 

of SVM optimization [9]. With modifications such as using Dual Coordinate Ascent 
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[7] and optimising a specific area of the AUC curve [6], the list of benefits SVMs can 

provide keeps on increasing. 

Research into clustering algorithms has witnessed a substantial increase in interest 

over the recent years as well. With application areas varying from text processing 

[20], graph clustering [16], time series data [13] [19] and even discrimination aware 

learning [14], clustering algorithms can provide contributions in the area of 

classification by itself, and in combination with other learning models. Just like 

SVMs, clustering algorithms have been modified to cope with high dimensional data 

in a fast and efficient manner [17]. An important task is also to find clusterings that 

are easy to interpret [15], in particular when we can have several clusterings over the 

same dataset [18]. 

An important research area in which both clustering and SVM methods have been 

applied is discrimination aware learning. With other methods being investigated [21-

23], it is imperative to consider this aspect when testing new methods. Our work not 

only considers this aspect, but also empirically evaluates the performance of the new 

method in relation to discrimination aware learning. 

SVMs and clustering algorithms have been successfully applied in order to deliver 

better results. Approaches such as simple clustering of samples and training an SVM 

model on each cluster [30], to extracting only the most relevant data per cluster [28, 

29, 25, 26], have been shown to be beneficial particularly in the case of large datasets 

[24, 27, 32]. A modification of the SVM learning process itself, rather than the data, 

is a more challenging process. Our work aims to investigate this direction, and show 

that the benefits can be significant over a wide range of data types. 

3. Cluster Supported SVM 

In this section we define the background of standard SVM and formulate the 

quadratic objective function for our clustering supported SVM. 

3.1. Standard SVM 

Let 𝒳 ∈ ℝ𝑑  be the instance space and 𝒴 = {+1, −1}  the label set. Let 𝒟  be an 

unknown (underlying) distribution over 𝒳 × 𝒴 . Assuming an independent and 

identically (i.i.d) distributed training set of size 𝑚:  

𝑆 = {(𝐱1, 𝑦1), (𝐱2, 𝑦2), … , (𝐱𝑚, 𝑦𝑚)}, 
the goal of SVM is to learn a function that can be used to predict the labels for future 
unseen instances. 

 For SVMs, 𝑓  is regarded as a linear model, i.e., 𝑓(𝐱) = 𝐰𝛵𝜙(𝐱) where 𝐰 is a 

linear predictor and 𝜙(𝐱)  is a feature mapping of 𝐱  induced by a kernel 𝑘 , i.e., 

𝑘(𝐱𝑖, 𝐱𝑗) = 𝜙(𝐱𝑖)
𝛵𝜙(𝐱𝑗). The margin of instance (𝐱𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) is formulated as  

𝛾𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖𝐰𝛵𝜙(𝐱𝑖), ∀𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚.   (1) 

 It has been shown that in separable cases where the training examples can be 

separated with the zero error, SVM with hard-margin (or Hard-margin SVM),  

    min
𝐰

 
1

2
𝐰𝛵𝐰 
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     𝑠. 𝑡. 𝑦𝑖𝐰
𝛵𝜙(𝐱𝑖) ≥ 1, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚, 

is regarded as the maximization of the minimum margin {min{𝛾𝑖}𝑖=1
𝑚 }. 

In non-separable cases where the training examples cannot be separated with the zero 
error, SVM with soft-margin (or Soft-margin SVM) has been developed,  

min
𝐰,𝝃

 
1

2
𝐰𝛵𝐰 + 𝐶 ∑𝑚

𝑖=1 𝜉𝑖

 𝑠. 𝑡.  𝑦𝑖𝐰𝛵𝜙(𝐱𝑖) ≥ 1 − 𝜉𝑖 ,

 𝜉𝑖 ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚.

    (2) 

where 𝝃 = [𝜉1, … , 𝜉𝑚]𝛵  measure the losses of instances, and 𝐶  is a trade-off 

parameter. There exists a constant 𝐶̅ such that (2) can be equivalently reformulated as,  

max
𝐰

 𝛾0 − 𝐶̅ ∑
𝑚

𝑖=1
𝜉𝑖  

𝑠. 𝑡. 𝛾𝑖 ≥ 𝛾0 − 𝜉𝑖 , 

𝜉𝑖 ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚, 

where 𝛾0 is a relaxed minimum margin, and 𝐶̅ is the trade-off parameter. Note that 𝛾0 

indeed characterizes the top-𝑝  minimum margin; hence, SVMs (with both hard-

margin and soft-margin) consider only a single-point margin and have not exploited 

the whole margin distribution. 

3.2. Cluster Supported SVM Formulation 

Our work originates from the idea of using additional optimisation via the 

introduction of a quadratic mean in the empirical loss, applied on some form of 

grouping in the data [21]. We formulate a mathematical model that takes the root 

mean squared value of the quadratic empirical loss per group into account, and use 

clustering methods as the basis of our grouping strategy. We call this model CluSVM 

which is achieved by modifying the optimization framework proposed by [31]. As the 

model introduces the margin mean and margin variance, we derive our formulas with 

these components as well, which can be omitted for a version without their 

optimization by setting them to zero. 

Also since it is known that soft margin SVM outperforms hard margin SVM, we 

consider the soft margin case in the rest of the derivation to follow. CluSVM is 

henceforth referred to as soft margin CluSVM. 

We define total empirical loss 𝑅𝑄𝑒𝑚𝑝 in terms of the Root mean square error (RMSE) 

value of the quadratic empirical loss per group as follows: 

𝑹𝑸𝒆𝒎𝒑(𝐰) = √
𝟏

𝒌
∑𝒌

𝒊=𝟏 𝒇𝒊
𝟐(𝐰)

𝒇𝒊(𝐰) =
𝟏

𝒏𝒊
∑𝒋∈𝒏𝒊

𝒍(𝐰, 𝐱𝒋, 𝒚𝒋)

𝒍(𝐰, 𝐱𝒋, 𝒚𝒋) =
𝟏

𝟐
(𝐰𝜯𝝓(𝐱𝒋) − 𝒚𝒋)

𝟐

∑𝒌
𝒊=𝟏 𝒏𝒊 = 𝒎

   (3) 
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Hence the optimization problem can be written in terms of the RMSE as follows: 

𝐦𝐢𝐧
𝐰,𝝃

 
𝟏

𝟐
𝐰𝜯𝐰 + 𝑹𝑸𝒆𝒎𝒑(𝐰) + 𝝀𝟏�̂� − 𝝀𝟐�̅� + 𝑪 ∑𝒎

𝒊=𝟏 𝝃𝒊

 𝒔. 𝒕.  𝒚𝒊𝐰
𝜯𝝓(𝐱𝒊) ≥ 𝟏 − 𝝃𝒊,

 𝝃𝒊 ≥ 𝟎, 𝒊 = 𝟏, … , 𝒎.

  (4) 

where 𝜆1  and 𝜆2  are the parameters for trading-off the margin variance 𝛾 , margin 
mean �̅� and model complexity. By substituting (3) in (4) we get: 

 

min
𝐰,𝝃

 
1

2
𝐰𝛵𝐰 + √

1

𝑘
∑𝑘

𝑖=1 {
1

𝑛𝑖
∑𝑗∈𝑛𝑖

1

2
(𝐰𝛵𝜙(𝐱𝑗) − 𝑦𝑗)2}2

 +
2𝜆1

𝑚2 (𝑚𝐰𝛵𝐗𝐗𝛵𝐰 − 𝐰𝛵𝐗𝐲𝐲𝛵𝐗𝛵𝐰)

 −
𝜆2

𝑚
(𝐗𝐲)𝛵𝐰 + 𝐶 ∑𝑚

𝑖=1 𝜉𝑖

 𝑠. 𝑡.  𝑦𝑖𝐰𝛵𝜙(𝐱𝑖) ≥ 1 − 𝜉𝑖 ,

 𝜉𝑖 ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚.

 (5) 

The RMSE value of the quadratic empirical loss function per group as defined in (3), 

(5) turns out to be a fourth order function w.r.t the margin parameter 𝐰, which is a 

tedious formulation to fit in Lagrange KKT conditions. To overcome this, we can 

reformulate it as a quadratic loss w.r.t 𝐰. The quadratic empirical loss function w.r.t 

{𝑓𝑖(𝐰): 𝑓𝑖(𝐰) ≥ 0  ∀  𝑖 = 1, . . , 𝑘}  is upper bounded by its linear combination as 

follows:  

𝑅𝑄𝑒𝑚𝑝(𝐰) = √
1

𝑘
∑𝑘

𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖
2(𝐰) =

√∑𝑘
𝑖=1 (

𝑓𝑖(𝐰)

√𝑘
)2 ≈ ∑𝑘

𝑖=1
𝑓𝑖(𝐰)

√𝑘

   (6) 

Since 𝑅𝑄𝑒𝑚𝑝(𝐰) is upper bounded by the R.H.S of (6), a minimizer of the R.H.S of 

(6) with respect to parameters 𝑎𝑖  ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1, . . , 𝑘 also leads to the minimization of 

𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑝(𝐰). This means that 𝑅𝑄𝑒𝑚𝑝(𝐰) is modelled in terms of the margin parameter 𝜶 

as follows: 

 

 

𝑅𝑄𝑒𝑚𝑝(𝐰) = √
1

𝑘
∑𝑘

𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖
2(𝐰)

= √∑𝑘
𝑖=1 (

𝑓𝑖(𝐰)

√𝑘
)2 ≈ ∑𝑘

𝑖=1
𝑓𝑖(𝐰)

√𝑘

𝑅𝑄𝑒𝑚𝑝(𝐰) ≈ ∑𝑘
𝑖=1

1

𝑛𝑖√𝑘
∑𝑗∈𝑛𝑖

𝑙(𝐰, 𝐱𝑗, 𝑦𝑗)

  (7) 

 

The optimal solution form of 𝐰 leads to the following representation of quadratic loss 

𝑙(𝐰, 𝐱𝑗, 𝑦𝑗) in terms of the inner product of the kernel matrix 𝐆 and solution vector 𝜶:  
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𝑙(𝐰, 𝐱𝑗, 𝑦𝑗) =
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2
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2
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1

2

 (8) 

where 𝐆:𝑖 denotes the 𝑖-th column of 𝐆 as before. 

4. Experiments and Results 

Evaluation of the performance of the newly proposed CluSVM focuses on 

determining what features of the dataset and the clustering contribute to the actual 

change in performance. For that purpose we generated a series of datasets in which 

we introduced a range for some of the features that would describe the performance of 

the model in relation to the nature of the data. This generation of datasets allows for 

more indepth analysis of how the clusters structure, proximity and densitiy are 

relevant to the final model performance. 

4.1. Dataset Description 

We generated a total of 54 synthetic datasets, each with 7 numeric attributes in the 

range of 0-600, and 5000 samples per dataset. For half of the datasets, we generated 

clusters in such a way that 2 clusters would not overlap in any of the 7 features. This 

was accomplished by setting the cluster boundary at half of the minimal allowed 

distance between two cluster centres, and generating all the data for a given cluster 

within the cluster boundary. The other 27 datasets were generated in a similar 

manner, except that for each feature per cluster, the cluster boundary for that feature 

was set to 2/3 of the allowed minimal distance between cluster centres. This means 

that in some of the feature spaces, it is possible to have an overlap between 2 clusters, 

but that overlap will not be a region with the greatest number of samples for each of 

the clusters overlapping. Furthermore, 75% of the samples were randomly assigned 

around the cluster centre within the cluster boundary, and the remaining 25% of the 

samples were assigned closer to the cluster centres at a maximum distance of one half 

of the cluster boundary, for more concentrated cluster centre areas. 

The clusters and cluster labels in the datasets were generated in the range of the 

following attributes: 
 •  Positive sample rate - the ratio of positive vs negative samples in real life datasets 

is rarely 1:1. Quite often we are concerned with situations where the class of 
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interest is the less present class in the dataset. As mentioned in the related work 
section of the paper, research in determining the effect of unbalanced datasets is of 
significance in the data mining area. For that purpose, we generate datasets where 
the rate of positive samples in the dataset is 0.5, 0.4 and 0.25 (a rate of 0.5 means 
that 50% of the samples are from the class).  

 •  Number of clusters - we aim to investigate how the number of clusters contributes 
to the prediction accuracy. Our initial assumption was that with fewer clusters, the 
difference in performance between our method and the standard method would not 
be as significant as when the number of clusters was higher. We also aimed to 
investigate whether a large number of samples in the dataset results in lower 
accuracy on its own. For that purpose, we generated datasets with 5, 10 and 15 
clusters within the same feature space.  

 •  Cluster homogeneity - the cluster label will correspond to the most frequently 
occurring class of samples in that cluster. Clusters that only have samples from 
one class would be ideal, but this is far from expected. By varying the presence of 
the most frequent class, we can investigate if considering the grouping strategy 
will still provide a contribution when the cluster homogeneity is lower. The 
cluster homogeneity was set to 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 (0.9 corresponds to 90% of the 
samples in that cluster belonging to the same class, which is the class assigned to 
the cluster itself).  

By varying each of these three attributes, each with three different values, we end up 

with 27 different combinations corresponding to each of the two groups of 27 datasets 

generated. 

The metrics used to evaluate the performance of the new algorithm are Accuracy 

(number of correctly classified samples/number of samples), as well as Recall and F-

score for the positive samples: Recall=True Positive/(True Positive+False Negative), 

F-score=2*Precision*Recall/(Precision+Recall), Precision=True Positive/(True 

Positive+ False Positive). The Recall and F-score indicate how many of the samples 

with positive class labels have been classified correctly, which is significant in 

particular for the changes we investigate in the positive sample rate. 

The Wilcoxon signed rank test (WSRT p-value) is used for the Accuracy, Recall and 

F-score values between our method and each of the other baseline methods are used 

to determine whether the changes are significant enough. We compared our method 

CluSVM with naive Bayes (NB), Polynomial Kernel SVM (SVM), Normalized 

Polynomial Kernel SVM (SVM NPK), and Multilayer Perceptron ANN (MLP). 

4.2. Datasets with Overlapping Cluster Boundary 

Presented in Table 2 are the results on the 27 datasets where no clear boundary 

between the clusters were set, and it was possible for some samples to overlap with 

others in some of the features. This is why when testing our CluSVM model, we used 

a KNN algorithm to set the cluster labels and include the clusters overlap information, 

rather then using our original clustering labels. In a few of the cases, this resulted in 2 

close clusters with the same label being labelled as 1 cluster, resulting in a total of 14 

clusters, which was still considered to fall in the 15 clusters category. 

We can see that in most of the cases, particularly when having 10 and 15 clusters, our 

methods shows the best results from all metrics: Accuracy, Recall and F-score. MLP 
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is a close runner up, while NB, SVM and even SVM NPK are all outperformed by 

CluSVM. An interesting observation is that the number of clusters is quite relevant to 

the performance of all the models: with 5 clusters per dataset the difference in 

performance between the models is not as great as when we have 10 and 15 clusters. 

This can be especially seen in the decrease of the Recall and F-score values for most 

of the baseline comparison methods as we increase the number of clusters. 

The cluster homogeneity behaviour seems to be consistent for all three cases of 5, 10 

and 15 clusters: the lower the cluster homogeneity, the lower the performance for all 

methods. The positive sample rate seems to have a greater impact in the cases when 

we have a small number of clusters, and seems less relevant when the number of 

clusters is higher. Figure 1 shows the accuracy per cluster for the case of cluster 

homogeneity=0.7, positive sample rate=0.4, 15 clusters. The variance in per cluster 

accuracy is handled by our CluSVM method, and we can see there is a large 

difference in the per cluster accuracy for most of the remaining methods. 

4.3. Datasets with clear cluster boundary 

Table 1 shows the results of testing the 27 datasets with clear cluster boundaries, in 

which case we used the original cluster labels in our CluSVM. In this case, the 

positive sample rate seems to be more relevant, as the sample rate of 0.25 shows that 

MLP is slightly better than our CluSVM in Accuracy, and has more cases of higher 

values for Recall and F-Score. Still, our CluSVM seems to be the preferred method 

when compared in general to all the baseline methods. 

The same conclusion that the number of clusters plays a significant role can be 

derived in this scenario as well - the differences of the Recall and F-score in datasets 

with 10 and 15 clusters is a clear indicator of the advantages our clustering aided 

method can deliver. 

 

Figure 1. Individual cluster accuracy for all methods. 
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5. Conclusion 

This paper investigates the performance of some of SVM learning methods when 

clustering is applied on the samples, and suggests a strategy of how to incorporate 

clustering information directly in the learning process. The CluSVM model with 

quadratic mean empirical loss has the flexibility to use any type of grouping, and suits 

the purpose of investigating the performance of this clustering supported model quite 

well. We have observed an increase in several performance metrics which 

demonstrates the combination of the two learning models is possible in a more 

complex, yet still straightforward way. 

 

 

 
 

 

 Future research directions in this are can include other types of grouping 
strategies, including the adaptation of some form of grouping for datasets that have 
proven to be more difficult to learn, such as datasets with possible noise, outliers and 
distribution based grouping. 
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Abstract. There has been an enormous increase in crime rate in the recent past. 

Any significant research to predict, prevent or solve the crime is a progressive 

step in making the society safer and peaceful. Understanding the crime and its 

patterns efficiently and accurately is becoming challenging with respect to the in-

creasing volumes of crime related data. Techniques like machine learning help in 

a better analysis of the crime patterns and can be used to classify and predict the 

crime on the basis of such analysis. This paper presents an intelligent crime clas-

sification and prediction system using various machine learning techniques. The 

system compares and tests these learning techniques which is further supported 

by results that show the effectiveness of the system and suggests future advance-

ments in the same. The best accuracy achieved among all the algorithms is 93% 

for a 39-way classification using Support Vector Machines.  

 

Keywords: Crime data analysis, Machine Learning, Classification, Prediction. 

 

1. Introduction  

 
With the growing crime rates, analysis of patterns and prediction of crime has become 

a necessity in today’s world. It has a vast scope and can provide assistance to both 

police and general public. The government to keep track of and have a better under-

standing of crime in the state can use it. Public safety and concerns can be ensured at 

a higher level. Civilians can be made aware of the most probable crime that can take 

place in their area at a particular time, further, they can take precautionary measures 

for themselves. The government can use this knowledge to run targeted and sensitive 

practices to mitigate crime in their state.  

Machine learning involves learning from previous data by training it through one or 

more algorithms and concentrating on prediction which is established on experienced 

properties after training. We have designed an intelligent system that trains itself on a 

huge set of crime data and eventually predicts the crime based on any given instance 

of time frame and location.  

In this paper, we aim at exploiting various machine learning techniques such as naïve 

Bayes, decision tree, random forest and support vector machines (SVM) to classify 

and predict the type of crimes [1], for San Francisco region. All of these methods 

yield different accuracies, the highest belonging to SVM. The accuracy of SVM was 

enhanced when we moved from Gaussian kernel to a linear kernel.  

The training data is collected from Kaggle [7] and it contains 39 different categories 

of crimes. After its preprocessing, the classifier is trained on the data. Once the trai-

ning is completed, for a given user input (contains time frame and location) probabili-
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ties are calculated for all 39 crime categories. The category containing the highest 

probability is the predicted crime for the given instance. Log loss value, accuracy and 

confusion matrix are considered as evaluation metrics of the system [3]. Visualisa-

tions involving graphs help in a better analysis of the accuracies of the algorithms and 

calculated probabilities of all the different categories of crime whereas interactive 

maps putting crime patterns and hot spots on display. The approach followed in pre-

processing of data and all the various algorithms have been briefly discussed further.  

 

2. Problem Statement  

 
Our goal is to predict the type of crime in a given area at any given time frame with 

reasonable accuracy. After formulating the problem, we define and discuss the featu-

res that we have got from our data source, then preprocessing it to obtain all required 

crime data, which clearly shows the relevant features.  

Crime classification involves the use of learning of classifiers over collected training 

data. After training, we aim to predict the category of crime that is most likely to oc-

cur at the given instance. The comparison and enhancement of accuracies of the clas-

sifiers is a major concern.  

 

3. Methodology  

 
The different modules incorporated within the system are Data preprocessor, Classi-

fier, Predictor and Data visualizer.  

The data that is used, belongs to San Francisco criminal record available through 

Kaggle datasets [7], spans over 12 years (2003-2015). There are separate sets of trai-

ning and testing data. The training data set contains crime information which is segre-

gated and organised as date, time, day of the week, category of crime (that occurred at 

the corresponding date and time), small description of the crime, corresponding police 

district, location of crime (complete address, corresponding latitude and longitude). 

The testing data set contains all of the above information except the crime category. 

There are up to 900000 records in a CSV (comma separated values) format.  

The crime has been classified up to 39 different categories, some of which are arson, 

assault, burglary, extortion, forgery, kidnapping, larceny, robbery, trespass, gambling, 

vandalism etc.  

 

3.1. Preprocessing  

 

There is a need to trim, scale and normalise the input data. The training data file is 

read by a CSV reader library into a table. This data is then encoded into a DataFrame 

object. Textual data such as day of week, district etc. are encoded into a numeric re-

presentation. The feature extractor takes the relevant features such as the location of 

the crime, in terms of latitude and longitude, the date and time of the incident, and the 

day of the week. Since the data set is huge and does not correspond to an origin, this 

data is normalised to the mean values. Since all the data set collected should be fed to 

the classifier in an efficient way, the two-dimensional array is transformed into a 
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sparse matrix. Sparse matrices are used for better storage and to avoid the potential 

memory access irregularities. Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) has been used as the 

matrix storage format. Apart from decreasing the needed storage/memory space, CSR 

also increases the computational speed as only non-empty elements as only non-

empty elements are involved in the matrix operations.  

 

3.2. Machine Learning Techniques  

 

Machine learning involves the design of algorithms that can learn from data and hen-

ce make predictions on it. Such algorithms make data-driven predictions by building a 

model from sample inputs.  

We have used the corresponding implementations of the learning techniques that are 

publicly through the Scikit-learn machine learning framework in Python [8]. The 

techniques that are mentioned below were applied to the normalised data that we had 

obtained after preprocessing.  

Naïve Bayes. This is an easy and fast technique based on Bayes’ Theorem, with an 

assumption of independence among features. This assumption rightly matches with 

our crime data sets.  

We have used Gaussian naïve Bayes, as we are dealing with continuous data which 

are distributed according to the Gaussian distribution [2].  

 =  

 {1,2, 3,...., 39} 
( )

4 

 =1 
 ( )   

(1) 

where,  

 C1, C2 ,.,C39 represents the 39 categories of crime x1,x2,x3,x4 represents feature set, 
considering crime timestamp, day of week, police district and location (latitude and 
longitude)  

 The Bayes classifier constructed from the probability model assigns class label 

= Ck for some k, (considering that each feature Fi is conditionally independent of 

every other feature Fj for j , given any category C) is shown in the equation 1.  

Decision Tree. Decision tree learning involves the formation of a decision tree from 

class-labelled training tuples. assuming that all of the features have finite discrete 

domains, and there is a single target feature called the classification. Each element of 

the domain of the classification is called a class.  

A decision tree is a tree in which each internal node is labelled with an input feature. 

The arcs coming from a node labelled with a feature are labeled with each of the pos-

sible values of the feature. Each leaf of the tree is labelled with a probability distribu-

tion over the classes. Classification tree analysis is followed by our crime data.  

Random Forest. It operates by constructing many decision trees at training time and 

outputting the class that is the mode of the classes (classification) or mean prediction 

(regression) of the individual trees.  

Random decision forests correct for decision trees' nature of overfitting to their trai-

ning set. It also combines random selection of training data sets. This bootstrapping 
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procedure leads to better performance because it decreases the variance of the model, 

without increasing the bias.  

Support Vector Machines. An SVM model involves the representation of data sets 

mapped as points in space, so that the data of separate categories are divided by a 

clear gap, which should be as wide as possible. The test data are then mapped into the 

same space and then predicted to belong to a category based on which side of the gap 

they were mapped.  

Firstly, we incorporated Gaussian (RBF-Radial Basis Function) kernel which uses 

normal curves around data points [6]. After this we used an alternate option, replacing 

RBF with Linear Kernel, and found better accuracies. Linear kernel is faster and per-

forms better with our data sets.  

The basic representation of Linear Kernel is shown in the equation 2 below, where X 

and y are data sets:  

K(X, Y) = X
T

Y (2) 

3.3. System Input and Output 

Input. 1 or more inputs including time frames and location for which prediction is to 

be made (or a Test data set), Training data set.  

Output. Accuracy graphs of all learning methods (using Matplotlib), Crime pattern 

visualisation and comparison against different parameters, two interactive San Franci-

sco map (using google map API), one that displays crime hot spots based on training 

data set and the other that takes a user input and visualises the predicted crimes.  

3.4. Evaluation Metrics  

The criteria for testing different algorithms are log loss, confusion matrix and accura-
cy score. Log loss, ranging between 0 and 1, shows the uncertainty of the probabili-
ties of different models by comparing them to their corresponding true labels. Simi-
larly, a confusion matrix is the matrix representation of the predicted and the actual 
class. Accuracy score, calculated after the confusion matrix is displayed, determines 
the ratio of number of correctly predicted values to the total number of predicted va-
lues.  

3.5. User Interface Paradigm  

 

The GUI designed using Tkinter [9] comprises of options like selecting the classifier 

to run, choosing the training data file, viewing the graphs and exploring the map. It 

comprises of a menu selection system, which the user can select.  

The textual output displaying the evaluation metrics of all the crime categories are 

shown in the Python shell along with separate visualisations windows of correspon-

ding graphs and maps.  

 

4. Result and Evaluation  

 
The results obtained have been briefly discussed in this section.  
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4.1. Evaluation metrics  

The sample evaluation metrics of all the learning techniques have been shown in Ta-
ble 1. Each metrics shows the log loss value, accuracy and confusion matrix genera-
ted during the learning of a technique corresponding to a chosen category of crime.  

Table 1. Sample evaluation metrics corresponding to Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, Random 

Forest and SVM  

  

4.2. Accuracy Graphs  

The accuracies of all the techniques have been visualized through separate graphs 
which are shown from Fig. 1 to Fig. 5. It can be observed that the accuracy seems to 
increase as me move from decision tree to naïve Bayes. Further increase is observed 
from random forest to SVM. Linear kernel SVM shows more accuracy than RBF 
kernel SVM.  

 
Fig. 1. Accuracy graph of decision tree for all 39 categories of crime  
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Fig. 2. Accuracy graph of naïve Bayes for all 39 categories of crime  

 

Fig. 3. Accuracy graph of random forest for all 39 categories of crime  

 

Fig. 4. Accuracy graph of SVM (RBF kernel) for all 39 categories of crime  
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Fig. 5. Accuracy graph of SVM (linear kernel) for all 39 categories of crime  

4.3. Graph of Predicted Probabilities of all Crime categories  

After the user inputs the time frame and location, an algorithm is run to determine the 
probabilities of different crimes. These probabilities are compared to determine and 
predict the most probable crime for the given instance. These probabilities are analy-
zed through graphs shown from Fig. 6. to Fig. 10. The variations in the peaks, which 
indicates high probabilities, is very noticeable. The number of peaks have subsequent-
ly increased from decision tree to SVM.  

 

 

Fig. 6. Graph of predicted probabilities of all crime categories corresponding to a given user 

input (time stamp, location) using decision tree  
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Fig. 7. Graph of predicted probabilities of all crime categories corresponding to a given user 

input (time stamp, location) using naïve Bayes  

 

Fig. 8. Graph of predicted probabilities of all crime categories corresponding to a given user 

input (time stamp, location) using random forest . 

 

Fig. 9. Graph of predicted probabilities of all crime categories corresponding to a given user 

input (time stamp, location) using SVM (RBF kernel)  
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Fig. 10. Graph of predicted probabilities of all crime categories corresponding to a given user 

input (time stamp, location) using SVM (linear kernel)  

4.4. Overall Accuracy  

The average accuracies for the algorithms have been shown in Table 2. Linear kernel 
SVM has the highest accuracy.  

 

Table 2. Algorithms and their average accuracies  

 

Few other visualizations displaying the crime pattern have been done. One of which is 

shown in Fig. 11. This figure shows the district-wise crime trends involving top ten 

crimes.  

 

Fig. 11. District-wise crime trends concerning top ten crimes  
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4.1. Interactive San Francisco Map  

Crime hot spots are shown in Fig. 12. The figure shows the map of San Francisco, 

crime categories on the right and a time filter. Two crimes, drug and prostitution are 

selected, along with this a time frame is selected. Crime hot spots corresponding to 

this instance are shown with separate color coding for the two crime categories.  

Fig 13 shows a San Francisco map, where user can click to select a location, corre-

sponding latitude and longitude is collected in the system, after this the user enters the 

date and time for which he wants to predict the data. It can be seen in the Python ter-

minal that the predicted category of crime, Assault, is displayed in the end. The eva-

luation metrics for two crimes can also be seen, due to space constraints metrics for 

other crimes couldn’t be shown here.  
 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Crime hot spots.  
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Fig. 13. Predicting the crime after manually selecting the location on map and entering the date 

and time in text field.  

5.    Conclusion and Future Enhancements 

In this paper, machine learning techniques have been used to classify the category of 

crime and predict future occurrences of crime given demographics of place and time 

frame of crime.  

Classifying 39 different types of crime categories is a perplexing multi-class classifi-

cation problem. We have efficiently preprocessed the data and converted it into sparse 

matrix, considering the time and space constraints. We have compared and visualized 

the output of Decision tree, naïve Bayes, Random Forest and SVM. High accuracy up 

to 90% is achieved on using Random forest model and Support Vector Machines by 

training over past 12 years of data.  

Few future enhancements that we think can be tried and incorporated to achieve an 

all-round improved performance are mentioned below:  

• Exploring relationships between peaks of different categories of crimes – for 

example, if two or more classes of crimes surge and sink together, would be an intere-

sting relationship to uncover. 

• This system is limited to the San Francisco data sets, due to dataset availability 

issues. It can be expanded to other regions as well. 

• Accepting other forms of raw data like textual data from news, social networks 
etc.  
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Abstract: Big Data Technologies have revolutionized many industries, such as 

web services (e.g. Google), social media (e.g. Facebook), retail (e.g. Amazon), 

etc. but there is a lack of application of Big Data in power and energy industry, 

especially in combination with Analytics and Machine Learning. Rapid de-

ployment of intelligence devices within Smart Grids means huge amounts of data 

are collected every day from heterogeneous sources. Mining valuable insights 

from these data can bring big business values for energy industry. In this paper 

we describe an architecture where Big Data technologies can be utilized for 

Smart Grid applications, and a machine learning solution for a real world use case 

– fault prediction. 

 
Keywords: Smart grid; analytics; big data; machine learning. 

1.   Introduction 

Smart grid otherwise known as the future intelligent grid is the enhancement of the 

traditional grid in the 20th century. Transformation of the traditional grid to an intelli-

gent grid which enables bidirectional flow is accomplished by the vast development 

in the field of sensor, information and communication technology. Smart grid, as the 

name indicates, makes the grid smarter to solve the variability created by the large 

penetration of renewable energy resources and the interaction of prosumer society. 

Smart grid could respond to events that occur anywhere in the grid starting from a 

consumer/prosumer node to a big generator. For instance, once a medium voltage 

transformer failure event occurs in the distribution grid, the smart grid may automati-

cally change the power flow and recover the power delivery service [1]. This is possi-

ble because of the core technology development in the field of information technolo-

gy, especially in the field of smart / big data. 

Utilities used to store a vast amount of data (set points) which increased during the 

last 10 years with the development of more sensors in the network. Exponential in-

crease in data calls for big data analytics. The information technology definition of 

big data is it is a collection of data sets so large and complex that it becomes difficult 

to process using on-hand database management tools or traditional data processing 

applications [2]. 
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In this work we describe the general Big Data architecture that can be used for sol-

ving various use cases in Smart Grids, and specifically describe an analytics and ma-

chine learning solution for a real-world use case in Smart Grid – fault prediction. 

2. Big Data for Smart Grids: Architecture and Technology Stack 

In this section we describe the Big Data architecture and potential technologies to be 

used for our solution. Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. illustrates 

the proposed architecture, where the data flow through different layers: data sources, 

ingestion, processing, analytics and application. In the following subsection we di-

scuss more details for each layer. 

2.1. Data sources – Integration layer 

The first layer in our Big Data architecture is Data Sources, or Integration layer, whe-

re data are collected from different entities in the Smart Grids: generation, transmis-

sion, distribution and consumer sources. Each data source typically has its own data 

management system, e.g. Cascade, PIMS, etc. which is designed to collected and 

manage data for its needs. 

2.2. Ingestion Layer 

This layer is responsible for ingesting data from different sources and put them in a 

storage space for analyzing in later steps. Data Lake, as shown in Figure 1, functions 

as such a storage space, where all (or almost all) of raw data from the sources are 

stored. Note that this architecture is built and used for not only one, but multiple use 

cases within a utility organization, and in practice use cases and data models are often 

not well-defined, or even not defined at all until the implementation phase. Therefore, 

data stored in the Data Lake typically keep the format from the source with very little 

(or none) transformation and filtering. In later steps of the pipeline these data will be 

filtered and transformed as needed, depending on the specific use cases.  

The technology used for Data Lake is typically one that has scalability (easy to up-

grade and maintain when data grows very fast in volume), reliability (e.g. prevent 

data loss through replication) and flexibility (store data in both structured and unstruc-

tured formats). Traditional relational database management systems, such as MS SQL 

Server or Oracle, have a number of limitations: typically they cannot run on commo-

dity hardware; new nodes cannot be easily added (scaling out is a complex process in 

this case); there is limitations with regards to the number of nodes it can manage. 

Therefore, distributed data management systems like Hadoop or NoSQL databases 

(e.g. MongoDB) are preferable. With these systems, to expand storage capacity one 

just needs more (less-expensive) nodes to the existing set of nodes. This is economi-

cal and also does not cause down time of the system. Moreover, these systems are 

also designed to easily store huge amounts of data in its original, likely unstructured, 

format. 
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As mentioned in the previous section, each data source in Smart Grids may have its 

own data management system. Therefore, the ingestion tools to be used depend on the 

process being performed on the data. If it is just data movement, Sqoop or Nifi are 

probably the best options, but if there is need for transformation/aggregation, Talend, 

Pig, Informatica would be better choices.  

2.3. Processing Layer 

In this layer a sequence of ETL (Extraction, Transformation, Load) jobs can be im-

plemented in order to extract and transform raw data in the Data Lake into data that is 

needed for analytics or end user applications. Data Warehouse and Operational Store 

may present in this layer, as shown in Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden 

werden.  

Data warehouse usually stores long term aggregated data to support historical analy-

sis. Users will sometimes need highly aggregated data, and other times they will need 

to drill down to details. More sophisticated analyses include trend analyses and data 

mining, which use existing data to forecast trends or predict futures.  

Operational data stores exist to support daily operations. In Operational Data Store 

(ODS) data is cleaned and validated, but it is not historically deep: it may be just the 

data for the current day. Rather than support the historically rich queries that a data 

warehouse can handle, the ODS gives data warehouses a place to get access to the 

most current data, which has not yet been loaded into the data warehouse. The ODS 

may also be used as a source to load the data warehouse.  

Data warehouse and ODS usually require fast and frequent access to data, so typically 

a relational DB, such as MS SQL or Teradata DB, is used for this purpose. Someti-

mes, NoSQL DB, e.g. MongoDB, can be used for, but only if the end user application 

does not perform random access to the DB frequently, e.g. usually only loads a big 

chunk of data without searching for specific data items. 

For processing purposes one can use any tool that provides an access interface to the 

underlying storage system. For example, Talend can access and process data in both 

Hadoop and NoSQL DB (e.g. MongoDB). 

3.4. Analytics Layer 

This is the layer where analytics workflows analyze data, learn insights and patterns 
from the data and produce analytics results. Different analytics tools and data mining 
algorithms can be used here, depending on the use case. For example, tools like R, 
Python, Mahout and Spark provide a rich set of data mining and machine learning 
algorithms, e.g. classification, regression, clustering, principal component analysis, 
etc. Knime is another tool that provides a visual workflow management interface, that 
help to connect and manage many data mining algorithms. 
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3.5. Application Layer 

This layer contains user applications that utilize the outputs produced by the proces-
sing and/or analytics layer. Examples of such applications are those that visualize 
data, report useful statistics, or take some actions to response to the analytics results 
(e.g. send alerts to users).  

4. An Use Case of Analytics for Smart Grids: Fault Prediction 

In this section we propose an analytics approach and machine learning algorithm for 

the use case of fault detection. The goal is to predict a failure of an electric equipment 

(feeder, transformer, etc.) before it happens. 

4.1. Analytics Approach  

This section describes a machine learning approach to predict permanent failures of 

equipment in Smart Grid (e.g. a feeder) based on the time series of voltage and cur-

rent recorded by sensors and history of failures. 

Given a time series, the goal is to be able to predict a (permanent) failure before it 

happens, k hours in advance, i.e. if a failure happens at time t, we want to predict it at 

time t - k. We first find all failure events of this equipment that happened in our histo-

rical data, then for each time point when a failure happens, e.g. time t, we analyze 

data in a time window of n hours from t – k – n to t – k to find the patterns that are 

indicative / predictive of the failure. For example, a failure happened at 6pm, Decem-

ber 15, and we want to predict the failure 2 hours in advance, e.g. at 4pm, we can 

analyze time series recorded in the time window of n = 3 hours from 1pm to 4pm (as 

shown in Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Timeline for the period of data analysis, prediction and failure 

Within the analyzed time window we perform Discrete Wavelet Transformation 
(DWT) [3] to transform the fraction of time series (in that time window) into a vector 

of features. This vector of features would serve as a “failure” training example. Fur-

ther in this document these will be called “positive examples”, as a widely accepted 

terminology in data mining / machine learning field. 
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Now we need to formulate “normal operating” training examples so that our learning 

algorithm can learn to distinguish them from “failure” examples. For this exercise we 

examine history of normal operating periods when no failure happened. Then we can 

sample a set of n-hours, e.g. 3-hour windows from these periods; perform Discrete 

Wavelet Transformation on the sub - time series to transform them into vectors of 

features. These vectors form the “normal operating” training examples. Further in this 

document these will be called “negative examples”, as a widely accepted terminology 

in data mining / machine learning field. 

Since the time series could be very long the dimension of feature vectors after DWT 

could be very high (if there are 128 samples per second => ~ 1.38 M per 3-hour win-

dow). Therefore we need to do dimensionality reduction to transform feature vectors 

into vectors of lower (< 100) dimension. This can be done by using different techni-

ques such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [5] or singular value decomposi-

tion (SVD) [6]. 

Given the set of positive and negative examples in lower dimension, we can use clas-

sification machine learning algorithms such as Decision Trees [7], Support Vector 

Machines (SVM) [8], Logistic Regression [9] or Neural Networks [10] to learn the 

predictive model. 

Training data is represented in the form of a table (matrix) of M rows and N columns, 

where each column represents a data feature (result of DWT transformation on origi-

nal time series), and each row represents a vector of feature values for a specific time 

window. Training labels (or targets) are represented in the form of a vector of M ele-

ments where each element is a training target value (failure or not) at a specific time 

point. 

For constructing features we used time series related to the equipment (e.g. feeder, 

substation, etc.): Voltage (V), Current (A), Real power (W), Reactive power (VAR) 

and time series of weather data: Temperature (deg F), Wind speed (mph). 

4.2. Algorithm Pseudocode 

In this section we provide pseudocode for the analytics solution described in the pre-

vious section. The pseudocode will produce a training model as the output, which 

later can be applied to future data for failure prediction. 

 

function fault_prediction 

input: 

o k – number of hours before a failure that the prediction needs to be made 

o n – length of time window to be analyzed 

o Data set TF which contains failure history  

o Data set TN which contains normal operating history 

o Data sets D1, D2, …. Dn where each Di is a data set containing time series of 

voltage, current, power, etc. 

o Data set D_weather contains weather data 

output: model = weight vector (w1, w2, …, wm), where m is the total number of fea-

tures extracted from D1, D2, …, Dn 
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initialize matrix X = {}, vector y = {}  

// matrix X represents training data matrix, initially is empty; vector y represents 

training targets, initially empty 
 

// create positive examples 

for each failure time point ti in TF 

for each Di, i=1..n do  

filtered_Di = filter_data_in_time_window (startTime = ti–k –n, end-
Time = ti–k ) 
matrix Xi = feature_engineer (data_set = filtered_Di) 
X = combine(X,Xi) //Xi is gradually added (concatenated col-

umn-wise) to X 

y = combine(y,1) // a positive label “1” is added to y 

end 

end 
 

//create negative examples 

TS = sample (TN) //sample a set of n-hour time windows from normal operating 

data 

for each time window (start,end)i in TS 

for each Di, i=1..n do  

filtered_Di = filter_data_in_time_window (startTime = starti, endTime = endi) 
matrix Xi = feature_engineer (data_set = filtered_Di) 
X = combine(X,Xi) // Xi is gradually added (concatenated column-wise) 

to X 

y = combine(y,0) // a negative label “0” is added to y 

end 

end 
 

X’ = dimensionality_reduction(X) // use principal component analysis (PCA) 

or singular value decomposition (SVD) 

X_weather = feature_engineer (data_set = D_weather)  
//note that weather in a short time window is likely not high dimensional, so we 

may not need to do dimensionality reduction for weather related features 

train_X = combine(X’, X_weather) 
vector w = train_model(y, train_X, classification_method) //launching function to 

learn the model 

return w 

end 

 

// function train_model learns a predictive model, input is a target value vector y, a data 

matrix X, and regression type; output is a weight vector w 

function train_model(y, X, classification_method) 
switch classification_method 

//function to perform Support Vector Machines on X and y 

case “SVM”: w = SVM(y, X, svm_parameters)  
//function to perform DecisionTree on X and y 

case “DecisionTree”: w = DecisionTree(y, X, tree_parameters) 
 //function to perform Logistic Regression  
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case “LogisticRegression”: w = LogisticRegression(y, X, regres-
sion_parameters) 
//function to perform Neural Network 

case “NeuralNet”: w = NeuralNet(y, X, neuralNet_parameters) 
end 

return w 

end 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

Big Data and machine learning technologies have been proved to bring huge values in 
many industries, such as e-commerce, social networks, financial services, etc. Howe-
ver, the power of these technologies has not been utilized fully in energy industry. In 
this work we describe a solution architecture that incorporates various big data tech-
nologies and a machine learning algorithm to solve a use case in energy industry – 
fault prediction. While the machine learning algorithm is tailored for this use case, the 
big data architecture can be generalized to solve various use cases where the solution 
depends on the analysis of large amounts of data. These use cases, e.g. asset manage-
ment, smart grid load/price forecast, energy trading, etc. have been increasingly 
common in energy industry nowadays due to the wide adoption of smart meters and 
network sensors. 
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Figure 2. Big Data Architecture for Smart Grids. 
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Abstract: There are many existing solutions available that provide a recommen-

dation to increase the threshold of the minimum order size to avail special di-

scounts (SPF) by minimizing the loss in order conversion. The goal of such solu-

tions is to maximize the earning and maximize quote to order conversion. Howe-

ver, these solutions are primarily based on relationship between order size and 

quote to order conversion and utilize historical conversion rates at different price 

points (List price-Discount). This paper illustrates the use of Single Item Single 

Period Newsvendor problem and Extreme Gradient Tree Boosting methods to 

simulate a case for increasing order thresholds and calculating the corresponding 

loss in order conversion. The boosting method was applied on the training data 

and simulated and cross validated across three test data sets to test three different 

price change scenarios. We compute the expected quotes at the end of the period 

and expected conversion at the end of the period to maximize profit. 

Keywords: Extreme Gradient Tree Boosting, SPF, List Price, B2B, Single Item 

Single Period Newsvendor problem, quotes, conversion. 

1. Introduction 

VMware (VMW) is a virtualization, end user computing and cloud company with 

annual revenues of USD 7 BB (as of 2016) and a market cap of USD 38 BB [1]. Total 

revenue is comprised of license revenue of $2,794 million and services revenue of 

$4,299 million. VMware sells products in the Software Defined Data Center (vSphe-

re, VSAN, NSX for computing, storage & network virtualization respectively), end 

user computing (Airwatch, Horizon, and Fusion/Workstation) and cloud. These are all 

sold to B2B customers.  

The prices of products at VMW have been rarely changed over time [2]. However 

Sales reps could offer discounts via SPF flag which is a special discretionary discount 

which should ideally be given for large orders. The Pricing Business Unit was keen to 

figure out a way to get to optimal list prices at VMW. Sometimes order quotes are 

drafted using a Special Pricing Form (SPF). Typically, large order sizes qualify under 

SPF quotes. The sales reps provide a discount to the customer for such orders called 

as SPF discount. The paper focusses on building a case for increasing SPF order size 

thresholds from the current value to a higher value (50% increment/100% incre-
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ment/150% increment). The goal of the business was to reduce costs by reducing the 

number of SPF orders thereby maximize profit and evaluate the potential risks asso-

ciated with it. 

We attempt to determine the optimum threshold for the Special Pricing orders by 

lowering the discount value. Here, discount rate is used as a proxy for order size thre-

shold. Lowering the discount will lead to a higher order price which results in a hi-

gher threshold. Instead of analyzing the quotes in a descriptive manner, here we focus 

on developing a predictive model and simulate what-if scenarios for different SPF 

thresholds. 

2. Solution Framework 

2.1. Objectives 

 The Advanced Analytics & Data Sciences team came up with the following objec-
tives with the Pricing Business Unit.  

– Analyze historical SPF data/price & discount trends/order conversions 

– Identify significant drivers of SPF order conversion 

– Compute expected quotes (demand) and expected conversion at the end of the 

period 

– Build a model to determine optimum deal size in order to qualify for a SPF trans-

action. 

2.2. Strategy 

A traditional discounting optimization problem would use order conversion based on 

discounts given on different deal size. But since the threshold for SPF discount was 

fixed, the data did not indicate the probability of order conversion for an increased 

threshold. The data was simulated to get non-SPF discount for quotes which qualified 

for SPF discounts and then the probability of quote to order conversion was compu-

ted. The trend of SPF discounts was visualized using quote to order matching method. 

This included product-specific weighted discounting patterns, GEO/Region patterns, 

seasonality analysis, reason code, etc. and also included assessing if List Prices are 

within acceptable ranges (e.g. are we using SPF more because of high list price?) 

SPF requests are useful indicators to infer the customer’s assignment of value to a 

product. SPF flag is a discount that can be given by a sales representative on request – 

mostly given on large order sizes. An increase in threshold of minimum order size for 

SPF discount can potentially lead into non-conversion of the order and hence can 

result in revenue loss for VMware, Inc. The intent of the project was to determine 

optimum threshold such that the increase in overall price offsets the revenue loss due 

to decrease in conversion, thereby maximizing the overall profit. Following detailed 

steps were planned: 

– Determine magnitude of SPF orders and their impact on overall revenue 

– Visualize the trends of SPFs by type using quote to order matching method 
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– Compute expected deals won/lost using Single Item Single Period Newsven-

dor problem [3] 

– Identify drivers of discounting behaviors 

– Recommend policy changes supported by findings 

2.3. Solution Approach 

Objective was to determine the magnitude of increment in minimum order size for 

SPF discounting which results in minimum loss in conversion. There was a need to 

create a base set of research data (Customer -> Approved Quotes -> Order) which 

needed to be standardized and approved to be used for modelling. Exploratory data 

analyses were done to depict a relationship between amount of discount and actual 

bookings. The analyses show GEO level differences in behavior patterns. Clustering 

was done on the behavior patterns and the clusters were aligned to decision tree [4] 

output to determine drivers of outliers. 

The estimation of expected quotes and conversion gave us an indication of proportion 

of win/loss in different scenarios. The modeling was done to estimate the proportion 

of win/loss for different order size threshold. The final recommendation was the new 

threshold based on conversion probability for each evaluated threshold. 

3. Modeling 

3.1. Dataset Creation 

The data matrix for the model was aggregated at an order-SKU level using Green-
plum and Hadoop. This is because our entity is the combination of an order and a 
SKU. Specific business level judgements were applied like: 

– Dataset for a time period of FY14Q1 to FY16Q4 

– Specific products like vCloud Air that had a subscription model/enterprise 

license agreements (ELAs) that have pre-determined prices transactions were 

removed while creating this dataset 

– Given large amounts of data, the data was picked from Hadoop, where we 

took last 5 years of dataset related to site made available by IT in a flat tabu-

lar structure at order-SKU level.  

– The continuous variables were subjected to coarse classing and fine classing 

depending on nature of variable to arrive at bins which can be used as an in-

put to the model. 

– Opportunity data was added to the dataset to include the following: 

o Time from Opportunity to Quote 

o Time from Quote to Conversion 

o Outliers where a quote is generated after the Opportunity Close date 

– The key independent variables were Quote Value, Total Deal Score, Product 

platform, SPF deal size, industry vertical, sales classification etc. 
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–  The dependent variables was a bookings flag which indicated quote to order 

conversion 

3.2. Estimation of expected profit based on Deals Won/Lost 

We used part of Single Item Single Period Newsvendor problem to estimate the num-
bers of deals won/lost at the end of a period to give an indication of net change in 
revenue. 

Let; 

p = List Price per unit 

i = Invoice price per unit 

r = rebate/discounts other than SPF per unit per period ($ per unit per period) 

s = SPF discount in $ per unit 

k = Incremental revenue due to change in threshold deal size for SPF discount 

Q = quantity sold (no. of units) 

x = demand per period (No. of quotes per period); stochastic with F(x) as the cu-
mulative distribution of total demand and f(x) as the probability distribution function 

 = Incremental profit 

Let  = E  

Let I(Q) = E  

Let B(Q) = E  

 

 

(2) 

It can be shown that  

B’(x) = F(x)-1         (3) 

I’(x) = F(x)       (4) 

For discrete demand it can be shown that  =F(Q)-1 where 
 (5)  

(1) 
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Expected Incremental Profit = E[ ] = Expected Revenue – Standard Rebate/Discount 
– SPF Discount + Incremental Revenue due to change in SPF threshold (6) 

E[ (Q)] = E[min(Q,x)]*p -r*I(Q) -s*I(Q) + K*I(Q) (7) 

It can be shown that maximizing expected profit is same as minimizing the number 

of deals lost (in-turn maximizing the number of deals won) due to increase in 

threshold deal size for SPF discount.  

3.3. Model for Quote to Order Conversion 

For the model, the target variable is a booking flag that indicates whether a quote is 
converted given that the quote is approved. It makes sense to only consider approved 
quotes in this regard, as a quote has nil probability of being converted if it is not ap-
proved by VMWare. We also confine ourselves to a very granular level of data to 
provide robustness to our model. Below we describe the filters we applied to our trai-
ning data: 

– We considered only the quotes located in AMER region. 

– We only consider quotes that contain at least one licensed products.  

– We only consider standard form of SPF and exclude quotes where blanket or 

recurring SPF were applied. 

– We also remove all the quotes containing AirWatch products (MOBILE-

EMM-EMM). 
Our modelling approach is driven by the idea to explore the fact that had we offered 
non-SPF discount on the same set of quotes, then what would possibly have happened 
in terms of probability of conversion. 

Assuming that the current order size threshold for SPF discount is $X, we derived 
five deal size buckets, which are: 

– < $ X 

– $ X – $ 1.5X 

– $ 1.5X - $ 2X 

– $ 2X - $ 2.5X 

– > $ 2.5X 

For each of the above deal size buckets we obtained the historical discounts given to 
quotes belonging to both SPF and non-SPF, we trained an Extreme Gradient Boosting 
(xGBoost) [5] model on the filtered data. We score our models based on a 4-fold 
cross-validation and selection evaluation criteria as the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC) [6]. We considered different hyper-parameter combinations and chose the best 
model offering the best out-of-fold estimate (around 0.7).  
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Figure 1. Current and Proposed Scenarios. 

For the test data, we created three different data sets – by keeping all other variables 
as is in the train data but changing the discount to non-SPF average discount in the 
respective buckets. 

Table 1. Test Dataset 1: SPF threshold $ 1.5X (X = Current SPF threshold) 

Deal Size Discount Type 

Less than $ X Non-SPF  

Between $ X and $ 1.5X Non-SPF 

Between $ 1.5X and $ 2X SPF 

Between $ 2X and $ 2.5X SPF 

Greater than $ 2.5X SPF 

Table 2. Test Dataset 1: SPF threshold $ 2X (X = Current SPF threshold) 

Deal Size Discount Type 

Less than $ X Non-SPF  

Between $ X and $ 1.5X Non-SPF 

Between $ 1.5X and $ 2X Non-SPF 

Between $ 2X and $ 2.5X SPF 

Greater than $ 2.5X SPF 

Table 3. Test Dataset 1: SPF threshold $ 2.5X (X = Current SPF threshold) 

Deal Size Discount Type 

Less than $ X Non-SPF  

Between $ X and $ 1.5X Non-SPF 

Between $ 1.5X and $ 2X Non-SPF 

Between $ 2X and $ 2.5X Non-SPF 

Greater than $ 2.5X SPF 
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For each of the test sets we obtained the probability of conversion in each of the buc-
kets. To compare the simulated situations in test sets and the present discounting si-
tuation, we evaluated the mean conversion rate in each of the above five buckets re-
sult of which are shown in the tables below: 

 

Table 4. Mock-up representation of Deals Lost for Deal Size threshold $ 1.5X (X = 

Current SPF threshold) 

Deal Size 
Bucket` 

Total 
Deals 

Percentage Conver-
sion Before 

Percentage Con-
version After 

Deals 
Lost 

 $ 2.5X 

$ 2X - $ 2.5X 

$ 1.5X - $ 2X 

$ X - $ 1.5 X 

< $ X 

13642 

1535 

2034 

2393 

2166 

0.201% 

0.244% 

0.268% 

0.276% 

0.31% 

0.201% 

0.244% 

0.268% 

0.273% 

0.31% 

0 

0 

0 

7 

0 
 

The model indicated significantly low decrement in order conversion for a 50% in-
crease in deal size threshold. The deal size bucket $ X - $ 1.5X is the only bucket 
affected by the proposed increase in the deal size threshold. 

Similar evaluation was done for scenarios where threshold deal size were increased to 

$ 2X and $ 2.5X. The difference between the incremental revenue generated by the 

won deals and the revenue lost due to lost deals was computed. 
 

Table 5. Mock-up representation of Deals Lost for Deal Size threshold $ 2X (X = 

Current SPF threshold) 

Deal Size 
Bucket` 

Total 
Deals 

Percentage Conver-
sion Before 

Percentage Con-
version After 

Deals Lost 

 $ 2.5X 

$ 2X - $ 2.5X 

$ 1.5X - $ 2X 

$ X - $ 1.5 X 

< $ X 

13642 

1535 

2034 

2393 

2166 

0.201% 

0.244% 

0.268% 

0.276% 

0.31% 

0.201% 

0.244% 

0.208% 

0.273% 

0.31% 

0 

0 

121 

7 

0 

Table 6. Mock-up representation of Deals Lost for Deal Size threshold $ 2.5X (X = 

Current SPF threshold) 

Deal Size 
Bucket 

Total 
Deals 

Percentage Conver-
sion Before 

Percentage Con-
version After 

Deals Lost 

 $ 2.5X 

$ 2X - $ 2.5X 

$ 1.5X - $ 2X 

$ X - $ 1.5 X 

< $ X 

13642 

1535 

2034 

2393 

2166 

0.201% 

0.244% 

0.268% 

0.276% 

0.31% 

0.201% 

0.188% 

0.208% 

0.273% 

0.31% 

0 

80 

121 

7 

0 

3.4. Determining Relative Importance of drivers of Discount 

The relative importance of the factors influencing SPF discounts were determined by 

running Gradient Boosting Model [7]. The target variable for finding the relative 

importance of driver was Perpetual Blended Discount. The measures are based on the 
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number of times a variable is selected for splitting, weighted by the squared impro-

vement to the model as a result of each split, and averaged over all trees. Here we fit 

multiple trees in each stage in a one-vs-all way.  

4. Conclusion 

The solution provided for optimizing the order size threshold for SPF discounting 

VMware Inc. is unique and distinctive because the thresholds have been constant 

since inception and there have been hardly any instance of changing the threshold. 

The estimation of expected incremental profit based on deals won/lost after changing 

the SPF threshold is industry-first and there is no existing solution which does that. 

Also, the implemented approach was very different from standard optimization me-

thodologies where historical changes are utilized to arrive at recommended price 

changes. From an algorithmic perspective, the approach is unique and there is no such 

implementation that utilizes simulation and boosting technique to arrive at threshold 

which maximizes profitability.  

The recommendation to increase the order size threshold for ~60% of the SKUs was 

given to the business. It was also recommended to increase the threshold in phased 

manner and actively track the quote to order conversion. SPF usage is an indicator of 

customers’ perception to extended list price and hence the recommendation was to 

make the change independent of other changes and to keep the standard reba-

te/discount constant as earlier. This will enable us to directly measure customers’ 

perception to value. The recommendations from this project will help maximize profit 

for VMware, Inc. and also actively track price perception. 
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Abstract. During emergencies, the volume of information produced via 

social media sites, like Twitter, increases rapidly. Much of this informa-

tion is not useful; however, many messages still provide critical informa-

tion to emergency responders. Effectively extracting this information 

from the noise is very challenging. One strategy to filter social media da-

ta and ensure that useful information is prioritized in a region affected by 

an emergency or natural disaster is to find reports that are the most geo-

graphically pertinent. Identifying geographic terms that provide this in-

formation from text could provide first responders with such regionally 

relevant information. The approach covered in this research involves 

using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to extract highly 

specific named entities from social media data. Most Named Entity Re-

cognition (NER) systems are trained on highly grammatical text and their 

performance significantly degrades in domains with specialized structure 

and syntax. In addition, the extracted entities may reveal locations but do 

not achieve the granularity necessary to automatically identify whether a 

discovered location is a street, city, country, or landmark. In order to 

handle the non-standard syntax of Twitter, we trained a Conditional Ran-

dom Field (CRF) NER model on emergency management (EM) related 

Twitter data from users in Australia and Canada. The model utilizes a 

finely-grained focus on specific location-based information. The resulting 

NER model shows improved results on Twitter-specific data associated 

with emergency management information and can extract more specific 

details about location information than other NER CRF models.  

Keywords: geographic, named entity recognition, social media, natural 

language processing, Twitter, emergency response, conditional random 

field. 

1    Introduction  

This research project stemmed from a project involving the geographic profiling of 
social media [1]. Social Media Geographic Profiling (SMGP) project uses Twitter 
messages as the primary source for text data. Twitter consists of very brief, unstructu-
red, infrequent blocks of text commonly referred to as tweets. The Named Entity 
Recognition (NER) approach is being tested to make an attempt at improving the 
classification of entities, specifically geographic entities, from Twitter messages by 
analyzing message content that references physical locations.  
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NER is an information extraction task stemming from natural language processing 

(NLP) that attempts to locate and categorize entities within blocks of text. NER uses a 

combination of statistical models and grammar-based techniques trained to identify 

types of entities such as names of persons, organizations, locations, expressions of 

times, quantities, etc. NER systems are often domain specific, thus the reason to train 

the system for the domain in which it is intended to be used. NER models trained on 

traditional media produce poor results when used to filter data from social media sites 

such as Twitter, so the goal of this project is to train a new NER model using Stan-

ford’s open-source NER system and domain-specific data from Twitter that is tagged 

with the relevant entities.  

Challenges identified when testing NER systems on Twitter data are the use of slang 

terms, little or no punctuation, text abbreviations (e.g. LOL, idk, brb, etc.), and mes-

saging shortcuts. Traditionally, NER relies on capitalization of words in text as an 

indication of the existence of an entity. Tweets may not contain capitalization but may 

reference named entities thus presenting another problem with using a traditional 

NER system. After analyzing the text content in tweets with regard to geographic or 

physical location, it was determined that certain phrasal or context words contribute 

to the possible identification of geographic/location-based entities. This provided an 

opportunity to use the context and phrases to enhance the NER systems tested in addi-

tion to combining this technique with other statistical and text similarity scores.  

2    Approach  

We wanted to train the model to recognize locations within Twitter data. Considering 

the geographic nature of the research within emergency management (EM), the data 

collection began with a search of Australian and Canadian organizations with a Twit-

ter presence in either emergency management, police, fire, weather, or news. The data 

was extracted from Twitter using the Australian and Canadian-based user accounts 

via the Twitter API. The program collected tweets and some additional metadata from 

these accounts. Consideration was given to the number of tweets necessary to train 

and test the model. Of the tweets collected, a total of 20,000 tweets were randomly 

selected to be used to train the model. 14,000 of these tweets were used to train the 

NER model, while the remaining 6,000 tweets were used to test the results of the 

trained model. 

2.1   Data Extraction and Cleaning  

The data was cleaned to account for the various issues associated with text data obtai-

ned from Twitter. The cleaning process involved removing web links and special 

characters such as:  

Comma: “ , ”  

Period: “ . ” Exclamation: “ ! ” 

Asterisk: “ * ”  Question: “ ? ”  

These characters were found unnecessary to the relevance of preparing the data for 

tokenization and model training. The special characters kept were those characters 

such as:  

Underscore: “ ”  

Dash: “ -” Semicolon: “ ; ”  

Forward Slash: “ / ” Hashtag: “ # ”  

Colon: “ : ” At sign: “ @ ”  
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The characters # and @ are commonly used in Twitter and refer to the usernames and 

hashtags within the geographic NER model. The @ sign is also often used to specify 

“at” a location. These special characters assist in providing context to the text within 

the tweet data.  

Capitalization is often used in many NER systems to identify named entities. Howe-

ver, in Twitter many named entities and words are not capitalized so capitalization 

was removed from each word prior to tokenization.  

2.2 Data Tagging  

First, in order to train a model, the team tagged the Twitter data specific to the domain 

in which we were interested for this study. A preprocessing step of tokenizing the 

data was completed prior to tagging. The tagging process required that each token in 

the training and testing files be labeled with the appropriate entity. The entities used 

for tagging: PERSON, DIRECTION, ORGANIZATION, DATE, TIME, EVENT, 

LOC STREET, LOC CITY, LOC STATE, LOC COUNTRY, and LOC MISC.  

These entities are geographically focused, but include other information that could be 

relevant to determining identity and location as well. The tagging process was partial-

ly automated using a program and dictionary files for common occurrences in the 

domain dataset such as hashtags, username handles, and specific city, state, and coun-

try names. However, each token of each tweet used in the model had to be reviewed 

and manually corrected in order to label uncommon occurrences of entities in the data 

and to find and correct mistakes made by the dictionary script.  

2.3 CRF Classi er  

The approach utilized Stanford’s Conditional Random Field (CRF) NER system [4]. 

The CRF NER by accounting for the word before and after the token. This is particu-

larly useful for locations in which there are times, dates, and other indicators of a 

location. Commonly used words or phrasing, such as, “in”, “at”, or “here” can be cat-

egorized as a location-based reference along with other words. The classifiers observe 

the sequences and labels and a confidence measure is determined. The feature selec-

tion in Figure 1 indicates the features selected for the initial training file.  

3    Results  

The trained model was tested using a test dataset of hand-tagged, labeled data. The 

test dataset consisted of approximately 52,000 tokens. The performance of the model 

was evaluated on the classification according to each entity. Figure 2 shows the preci-

sion, recall, and F1 scores for each entity in the dataset. False positives and false ne-

gatives were also recorded in the instances where the classification failed to properly 

identify the entity.  

The classification of LOCATION entities did not perform as well as expected due to a 

number of potential issues. One issue was the sample size of the training set and the 

number of occurrences of LOCATION entities such as, CITY, STATE, and 

COUNTRY. Other factors include the limitations of the number of entities used in the 

CRF classifier. Minimizing the number of entities may improve certain aspects of the 

model but the granularity of identification for cities, states, and countries may be mi-

nimized.  
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Figure 1. Excerpt from code used in training 

the NER model. 

 

Figure 2. Entity classification results. 

 

3.1 Future Work  

This work will continue to optimize the model by varying the feature selection within 

each of the entities identified. Future work will move towards a trained model that can 

extract geographic named entities within Twitter with better accuracy.  
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Abstract: Automatic keyphrases extraction is to extract a set of phrases that are 

related to the main topics discussed in a document. They have served in several 

areas of text mining such as information retrieval and classification of a large text 

collection. Consequently, they have proved their effectiveness. Due to its impor-

tance, automatic keyphrases extraction from Arabic documents has received a lot 

of attention. For instance, the KP-Miner system was proposed to extract Arabic 

keyphrases, and demonstrates through experimentation and comparison with 

other systems its effectiveness. In this paper, we introduce TextRank, a graph-

based ranking model, used successfully in many tasks of text processing, to com-

pute term weights from graphs of documents. Vertices represent the document’s 

terms, and edges represent term co-occurrence within a fixed window. It is an in-

novative unsupervised method that we have adapted to extract Arabic keyphrases, 

and assess its effectiveness. The obtained results with TextRank are compared 

with those obtained with KPMiner, owing to the fact that both systems do not 

need a training step. 

 
Keywords: Keyphrases Extraction; KPMiner; TextRank; Arabic Documents. 

1    Introduction 

Automatic extraction of keyphrases is an important task that allows the synthetic re-

presentation and highlighting of important topics in a document. This task facilitates 

access to relevant documents to ensure better use of the document. 

Automatic methods of keyphrases extraction have the particularity to be independent 

from the domain and the language of the documents to be analyzed. This abstraction 

is due to the fact that terms are analyzed according to the given document. Many ap-

proaches are proposed to this aim, some rely on statistics only, while others combine 

them with more complex representations of documents. 

The task of extracting keyphrases from Arabic documents is becoming increasingly 

important. In fact, keyphrases can be used to tag digital libraries, to valorize web 

contents and news streaming, and many more textual data collections. Nevertheless, 

keyphrases extaction can be a step to improve several text mining applications, inclu-

ding but not limited to classification [1] and information retrieval. 

For instance, KP-Miner system [2] is used to extract keyphrases from Arabic docu-

ments and demonstrates through experimentation and comparison with widely used 

systems its effectiveness and efficiency.  
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Otherwise, Graph ranking algorithms, such as the TextRank [3] have been used suc-

cessfully in English keyphrases extraction to compute term weights from graphs of a 

given document, where vertices represent the document’s terms, and edges represent 

term co-occurrence within a fixed window. 

Unlike other existing keyphrase extraction systems, the KPMiner and TextRank do 

not need to be trained in order to achieve their tasks. For this reason, we propose to 

compare the KPMiner system, considering its outperformance of other keyphrases 

extraction systems, and TextRank algorithm that we have adapted to extract Arabic 

keyphrases. 

The rest of this paper is organized as following. The second part introduces related 

works. The third part is dedicated to explain the methods that will be compared in this 

paper. In the fourth section, we explain the conducted experiments and their results. 

Finally, we conclude by highlighting some ideas that have been introduced in this 

work. 

2   Related Works 

Several approaches attempt to define what a keyphrase is by relying on certain stati-

stical methods and studying the importance of the relationship to the notion of a can-

didate term. The more important a candidate term is to the analyzed document, the 

more relevant it is as a keyphrase. 

Shishtawy et al. in their work [4], add linguistic knowledge to the extraction process, 

rather than relying only on statistics. They claim that using this approach may provide 

better results. Their work is based on combining the linguistic knowledge and the 

machine learning techniques to extract keyphrases from Arabic documents. The pro-

posed system is based on three main steps: Linguistic pre-processing, candidate phra-

se extraction by generation of N-grams based on their Pos Tags, and feature vector 

calculation. 

Najadat [5] consider the whole phrase which will be nominated as a candidate phrase 

if its frequency exceeds 2 (exist at least twice within a single paragraph). Phrase fre-

quency (PF), summation of phrase terms frequencies (Tf), PF IDF (Phrase Frequen-

cy–Inverse Document Frequency), Phrase Position, Title Threshold and phrase distri-

bution are the used features in Najadat’s approach. The score of each phrase is com-

puted.  

Combining linguistic methods with statistical methods could lead to better perfor-

mance. Thus, Nabil [6] introduces his work using a stemmer and Part of Speech tag-

ger (POS). The stemmer and the POS tagger generate a list of candidate keyphrases. 

These keyphrases are then weighted by different methods such as TFIDF which still 

have high performance, according to Nabil, compared to most of the current used 

methods. The linguistic aspect helps to boost the performance of text mining applica-

tions as they add abstract semantic representation to a given document. 

Liu et al. [7] consider that the best keyphrase must be: understandable, semantically 

relevant with the document and have high coverage of the whole document. Their 

method relies on four steps. First, Candidate terms are selected after filtering out the 

stop words. Second, term relatedness is calculated. They use some measures to calcu-
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late the semantic relatedness of candidate terms. The third step is term clustering. 

Based on term relatedness, they group candidate terms into clusters and find the 

exemplar terms of each cluster. Finally, they use these exemplar terms to extract 

keyphrases from the document. 

According to EL Baltagy [2], The number and frequency of compound terms in any 

given document is usually less than that of single keywords. Yet, Effective keyphrase 

extraction depends on the determination of an appropriate boosting feature for candi-

date keyphrases. This boosting feature is related to the ratio of single to compound 

terms in each document. They consider the position of the first occurrence of any 

given phrase because it is related to the fact that the more important a term is, the 

more likely it is to appear ‘sooner’ in the document than later.  Nonetheless, they 

consider also the hypothesis that after a given threshold is passed in any given docu-

ment, phrases appearing for the first time are highly unlikely to be keyphrases. These 

observations have been translated into a set of heuristics that are implemented by 

KPMiner system in three main steps: candidate keyphrase selection, candidate keyph-

rase weight calculation and final keyphrase refinement. 

In the work of Ali et al [8]., the authors proceed by document preprocessing including 

Tokenization,  Stop word removal and Stemming. Then, they extract candidate terms 

by selecting all noun phrases from the Arabic text as candidate Keyphrases. The next 

step is to extract N- gram phrases from the Arabic phrase. Accordingly, they used 

POS patterns to identify the candidate noun phrases. Candidate features are extracted 

by ranking the candidate keyphrase using Term Frequency (TF-IDF).  Finally, they 

introduce a classification process. The idea is to enrich statistical and linguistic in-

formation. The keyphrase are used as input to know whether it classifies the term as 

keyphrase or not. Linear Logistic Regression (LLR), Linear Discriminant Analysis 

(LDA), Support Vector Machines (SVM) are used for comparison purpose. 

The approach of Sarkar [9] is based on four phases. After document preprocessing, 

candidate keyphrase are identified. A candidate keyphrase is considered as a sequence 

of words containing no punctuations and stop words, then this sequence is broken into 

smaller phrases. Afterward, scores are assigned to candidate keyphrases. The weight 

of a candidate keyphrase is computed using three important features: phrase frequen-

cy, inverse document frequency and domain specificity. next, K top-ranked candidate 

keyphrases are selected as the final list of keyphrases. The value of K is specified by 

the user. 

Mihalcia and tarau present TextRank [3], a Graph-based ranking algorithm to extract 

keyphrases. The graph based algorithms are a way of deciding the importance of a 

vertex within a graph. The idea of implementing a graph-based ranking model comes 

from the concept of recommendation. When one vertex is linked to another one, this 

connection is considered as a recommendation between those vertices. To fulfill this 

target, four steps must be accomplished. First of all, to identify text units that best 

define the document using a Pos tagger and add them as vertices in the graph. Second 

of all, to identify relations that connect text units, and use these relations to draw ed-

ges between vertices in the graph. Edges can be directed or undirected, weighted or 

unweighted. Third of all, to iterate the graph-based ranking algorithm until conver-

gence. Finally, to sort vertices based on their final score. 
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Table 1. Overview of related works 

Reference Used methods Comment 

Nabil 

(2015) 

Stemming, 

Pos Tagging, 

TFIDF 

Combining linguistic 

methods with statistical methods 

Ali(2014) Preprocessing, 

TF-IDF 

enrich statistical and linguistic information 

Mihalcea 

(2004) 

Pos Tagging, 

TextRank 

A Graph based ranking 

algorithm 

El-Beltagy 

(2009) 

KPMiner, 

frequency 

Consider the position of the first occurrence of 

any given phrase 

Elshishtawy 

(2009) 

Linguistic preprocessing, 

N-grams, Pos Tags, 

and feature vector calcula-

tion. 

Combining the linguistic 

knowledge and the machine learning techni-

ques 

Najadat 

(2016) 

frequency Phrase frequency (PF), summation of phrase 

terms frequencies 

(Tf), PFIDF (Phrase FrequencyInverse Docu-

ment Frequecy), Phrase Position, Title Thre-

shold and phrase distribution 

Liu (2009) Preprocessing, 

term relatedness, 

clustering. 

The best keyphrase must be: understandable, 

semantically relevant with the document and 

have high coverage of the whole document 

Sarkar 

(2013) 

phrase frequency, 

inverse 

document 

frequency 

and domain 

specificity 

A candidate keyphrase is considered as a se-

quence of words that does not contain neither 

punctuations nor stop words, and then this 

sequence is broken into smaller phrases 

 

The extraction of candidate terms is a preliminary step in the extraction of keyphra-

ses. If a term  of the analyzed document is not present in the set of candidate terms, 

then the keyphrasee can not be extracted. Used with unsupervised methods, candidate 

terms are ordered according to an importance score obtained either from themselves 

or from the importance of the words that compose them. If a method is based only on 

words, then the score of a candidate term is generally calculated as the sum of the 

words composing it. However, this is not always fair, so it is an important disadvan-

tage of methods working on words to extract key terms. Indeed, the summation may 

favor words that contain many important words non terms vis-à-vis containing very 

few words, but important. 
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3    Arabic Keyphrases Extraction 

The unsupervised methods have the particularity to abstract the specific nature of the 

processed data. This abstraction is due to approaches which valorize semantic impor-

tance, degree of informativness, and structure. 

3.1 KPMiner 

The KPMiner system uses TF-IDF for weighing terms. The use of IDF information 

for compound phrase weight calculation would improve the extraction of phrases 

low-frequency phrases. This would build a general rather than a domain-specific 

exemplar keyphrases extractor, since combinations are much larger.The use of lingui-

stic features will help to extract meaningful keyphrases. 

 TFIDFdoc(term) = tf idf   (1) 

with    idf = log (N/nt)    (2) 

tf represents the term frequency, N is the total number of documents in the corpus and 

nt the number of documents where the term t appears 

KPMiner is used to extract Arabic keyphrases and have been compared with KEA 

extractor [10]. 

In the experiment, seven, fifteen and twenty keywords were extracted by the system 

from a document set consisting of 100 Arabic articles. The three systems have been 

applied to the same dataset to extract extract keyphrases. (Table 2 and 3 show the 

obtained results). 

 

Table 2. Comparison between developed KP-Miner system and KEA-3.0 [10] 

 

 15 keyphrases 20 keyphrases 

 Kpminer KEA KPMINER KEA 

Precision 0.143 0.112 0.124 0.092 

recall 0.358 0.303 0.376 0.326 

3.2. TextRank 

TextRank is an adaptation of PageRank for automatic keywords extraction. It is an 

algorithm proposed by Mihalcea and Tarau [3] that represent text as graph. Each ver-

tex represent a term and point to its predecessors and successors following the reading 

flow. The score of the vertex v, denoted S (vi), is defined as follows: 
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Table 3. Comparison between the average F-measure of the developed KP-Miner 

system and KEA-3.0 when 7, 15, and 20 keyphrases are extracted 

 

 7 keyphrases 15 keyphrases 20 keyphrases 

 KPMINER KEA KPMINER KEA KPMINER KEA 

F-

Measure 
0.241 0.198 0.205 0.17 0.186 0.143 

 

Adj( )

 

 

Where Adj (vj) represents the neighbors of v, and d is a damping factor set at 0.85. 

wji is a weight associated to each edge, and represents the frequency of co-occurrence 

of two words within a window of 2 to10 words.  This weight can be any other rela-

tionship between words such as, but not limited to, lexical or semantic relations, con-

textual overlap. 

 

Figure 1. Graph based representation of a document. 

For each node of the graph, a score is calculated iteratively to simulate the concept of 

recommendation of a term by its adjacent nodes. The score at each node grants a ran-

king value to the word which assesses its importance within the document. Then, the 

sorted list of words is used to extract keywords. 
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4    Experiments and Results 

The use of a learning corpus implies that the learned models are specific to the subject 

and the language of it. This specificity can be advantageous when the domain and the 

language represented by the corpus are the same for the documents which will be 

analyzed, but if this is not the case, the results of the extraction may decrease. 

In this paper, we propose an adaptation of textRank to extract Arabic Keyphrases. For 

comparison purpose, we introduce in this section two automatic methods. In one 

hand, we will give an overview of KPMiner which is so far an efficient system of 

Arabic keyphrases extraction. On the other hand, we will present TextRank algorithm 

and its adaptation to Arabic language. 

4.1. Dataset 

To validate the proposed algorithm, we have tested the two systems KPMiner and 

TextRank on a corpus of 100 documents extracted manually from Al-Jazeera1. From 

each webpage, we extract the “main text” that will represent the processed document, 

and its related Keys terms “assigned key words” given by Al-Jazeera as illustrated 

bellow (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2. Example of the constructed corpus. 

                                                           
1http://www.aljazeera.net 
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For an efficient validation we have tested the two systems on the same corpus. To 

evaluate the performance, three conventional metrics are used: precision, recall and F-

measure. 

4.2. Results 

First, we run each system on the main text (documents of corpus) to extract keyphra-

ses. Then, we compare the extracted keyphrases with those assigned by Al-Jazeera to 

each document. According to KPMiner’s results, the most the number of extracted is 

high, the less it is efficient. So our approach aims to solve this problem. Thus, we se-

lect all extracted keyphrases without using any threshold. The following results are 

drown from the conducted experiments.  

 

Table 4. Comparison between TextRank and KPMiner 

 

 Precision % Recall % Fmeasure 

KPminer 7.293 1.162 2.005 

TextRank 14.476 4.407 6.757 

 

 

Table 4 shows that our proposed approach outperforms the KPMiner approach. We 

can argue this outperformance by two remarks. Firstly, TextRank is a graph-based 

approach which introduces the concept of recommendation or voting. This concept 

grant the high score to the each term whitin a structural modeling. In contrast, KPMi-

ner used the bag of word representation which consider that terms are independent in 

modeling space. Secondly, the used corpus contains a huge variation of topics which 

complicates the task and influence negatively the efficiency of keyphrases extraction 

systems when using statistical methods. 

5    Conclusion 

The keyphrases extraction is a task of analyzing a document and extracting its impor-

tant aspects. These keyphrases use simple text units to construct a synthetic view of 

the document. A set of keyphrases can therefore be perceived as one of the text units 

which key elements are expressed using aggregation between them. 
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In this paper, we have conducted an experiment to assess the efficiency of adapted 

TextRank for Arabic document compared with KPminer system. The experimental 

results show that our proposed method, based on graph modeling of documents, out-

performed the KPMiner approach.  

In our future work, we will apply Automatic Keyphrases Exctraction from Arabic 

documents to improve many related fields to Arabic text mining, such as information 

retrieval. Nonetheless, we will continue to search more suitable approaches to extract 

Arabic keyphrases. 
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Abstract: For online consumer profiling, a graph based data system has been 

developed to process hundreds of millions of online events, entities and identities 

in real-time. The events are online activities like account logins, loan applications 

and financial transactions; The entities are consumers, mobile devices, banking 

accounts, etc.; The identifies are the numbers or strings that uniquely identify the 

entities, e.g., person identification number, mobile phone number, email, etc. 

Designed on a graph data model, implemented by integrating multiple databases, 

and deployed on cloud computing platform, the graph based data system is 

scalable, high performance and fault-tolerance. In the graph data model, the large 

and complex networks of events and entities, connected by their identities, are 

treated as a graph of nodes and edges, where nodes represent entities and 

identities and edges represent connections established by the identities. Based on 

the model and the graph theory, advanced analytics is applied to develop 

computational algorithms and software tools, looking for insights and visualizing 

patterns that are hidden in the data. A MapReduce ranking algorithm is devised 

and implemented for risk assessment of consumers; An interactive visualization 

tool is developed for users to explore the inter-relation of the consumers who 

might be involved in organized frauds. In implementation of the system, a hybrid 

approach is taken to achieve scalability and high performance, integrating two 

different types of NoSQL databases into a cohesive data system. The entities and 

the identities are stored as records and indices, respectively, in key-value tables. 

Basic database operations, such as load, update and query, are implemented in a 

Web service with RESTful APIs. The graph based data system is used in an 

online consumer loan application for profiling loan applicants. The system is 

invoked directly by a decision making rule engine for verifying the identities and 

providing credit histories of the applicants.  

Keywords. Online Consumer Profiling; Graph Data Model; NoSQL databases; 

Ranking MR Algorithm; Visualization. 

1    Introduction 

In online commerce, banking or financing, we often need to process requests for 
information on events such as:  

• account logins  

• online loan applications  
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• online credit card applications  

• online transactions  

The requests are typically like: verify an account or a customer’s identities; review a 

customer’s shopping habits or current interests; and inquire a customer’s financial 

history, e.g., outstanding credits. The information on the consumers is critical for 

making decisions that have great impact on financial outcomes. As much of the 

information is collected online, the process is referred to as online consumer profiling 

in this paper. 

In online consumer profiling, customers or devices used to access the internet are 
referred to as entities:  

• persons  

• mobile devices  

• computers  

• accounts  

The entities have unique identities which must be verified before any usage to prevent 
fraud activities, these identities are:  

• PID: personal identification number  

• mobile: mobile phone number  

• home phone number  

• home address  

• work phone number  

• work address  

• company name  

• email: electronic mail address  

• social media accounts: account ids of social media like Facebook and Wechat  

• device id: unique identifications of computers or mobile phones; Also known as 

device fingerprints  

A combination of these identities might be needed in identifications of the entities. As 
events occur in time and geo-locations, in identifications, the events and entities must 
be considered in the context of time and geo-locations, denoted by time 𝑡 and geo-
locations 𝑠, respectively. A consumer online profile consists of events, entities and 
identities, forming an inter-related network in time and geo-locations as illustrated in 
Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. Online consumer profile: events, entities and identities. 
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In practice, secured, accurate and real-time online consumer profiling is made 

possible by using some data system that stores a large amount data and makes it 

readily available for update and query. In this paper, we present a graph based data 

system for online consumer profiling. Designed for large and complex networks of 

inter-related profiling data, the data system uses a graph data model to store, update 

and query records of events and entities. 

Use a hybrid approach, the data system is implemented by integrating two NoSQL 

databases: Cassandra [6] and Elasticsearch [9], in which the entities and the identities 

are stored as records and indices, respectively, in key-value tables of Cassandra. 

Elastisearch is used for special search and query of identities or geo-locations:  

• identities like names and addresses are not always exact or standard, search and 
query with fuzzy string matching  

• geo-locations are not always precise, search and query in vicinity of a point in 
latitude and longitude  

 Basic database operations, loading, updating and querying, are implemented in a 
Web service with RESTful APIs. 

Analytics is an essential part of consumer profiling, providing intelligent insights, 

quantifying relationship, and visualizing patterns of the data. The graph based data 

system provides not only the data but also a data model on which the graph theory 

[14] applies. Based on the model and the theory, a MapReduce [7] ranking algorithm 

is devised and implemented to score entities based on some known initial values and 

connectivities. An interactive visualization tool [15] is developed for users to explore 

the inter-relation of the entities and identities. 

In recent years, graph based data stores, visualization tools and algorithms have been 

developed and applied to various fields [1, 2, 3, 4]. In this paper, the graph based data 

system is used in an online consumer loan application for profiling loan applicants. 

The system is invoked directly by a decision making rule engine for verifying the 

identities and providing credit histories of the applicants. 

In the following sections, we present architecture, implementation, analytics, MR 
algorithm and applications of the graph based data system. 

2    Architecture 

In design a new data system, we must consider fundamentals of the database: ACID 

and CAP [5] theorems, and device basic database operations: create, update, delete 

and query of data records of events, entities and identities. For online consumer 

profiling, there are some additional requirements:  

• Scalability, high performance and fault tolerance: the basic requirements for 

handling big data  

• Low maintenance: easy and low cost to maintain in production  

• Analytics: support advanced analytics in providing intelligent insights, 

quantifying relationship, and visualizing patterns of the data  

• Time and geospatial: events occur in time and geo-locations, some data records 

are considered as temporal and geospatial series  
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• Fuzzy string matching search and query: names and address are not always precise 

by ways they are collected, fuzzy string matching search and query need to be 

supported  

• Geospatial search and query: some data records are geospatial series, geospatial 

search and query need to be supported  

It is difficult to meet all these requirements by a single type of common SQL 

(relational) or NoSQL database, a graph based data system is designed. It is a 

platform to integrate multiple types of databases into a cohesive data system based on 

a graph data model. 

The graph data model consists a network of nodes and edges representing data 

records and relationships, respectively. The nodes are the data records of events, 

entities and identities and edges are the connections established by the identities, see 

Figure 2. 

The graph data model consists a network of nodes and edges representing data 

records and relationships, respectively. The nodes are the data records of events, 

entities and identities and edges are the connections established by the identities, see 

Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Graph data model. 

In the data system, an event is stored as a record which is a list of typed fields:  

  𝐸 ( 𝐼𝐷 ; 𝑡, 𝑠) = [ 𝑃(𝐼𝐷), 𝑂(𝐼𝐷), 𝐷(𝐼𝐷) ; 𝑡, 𝑠]  (1) 

where ID is a list of identities, 𝑡 is date time and 𝑠 is location, 𝑡 and 𝑠 are context 

parameters indicating when and where the event occurs; P(ID), O(ID) and D(ID) are 

the lists of the entities; P(ID) is the person list:  

  𝑃(𝐼𝐷)  = [ 𝐼𝐷;  𝑝 ]    (2) 

where p is a list of person properties, e.g., name, age and favorite merchant items; 

O(ID) is the object list, e.g., a car with properties like make, type and year; And 

D(ID) is the device list, e.g., a mobile phone with properties of phone number and 
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MAC address. Entities P(ID), O(ID) and D(ID) are related by ID and context 

parameters 𝑡 and 𝑠 through events E(ID; t, s). Entities are stored as records in the 

record tables with format:  

  𝑟𝑒𝑐 = [ 𝑅𝐼𝐷, 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒;  𝑡, 𝑠]   (3) 

where RID is the record id or key; value is a JSON document with properties of the 

entities. As noticed, it is a key-value type data table. Each identities are stored as 

indices or references in the reference tables with format:  

  𝑟𝑒𝑓 = [ 𝐼𝐷, 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑠, 𝑅𝐼𝐷 ]   (4) 

where ID is the identity; types are identity type and record types which can be used as 

filtering parameters; and RID is the record id in (3). The data system and relation 

between reference and record is shown in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Hybrid data system. 

3    Implementation 

The graph based data system has been developed, using the graph data model and a 
hybrid approach, multiple databases, Cassandra and Elasticsearch, are integrated into 
a cohesive data system (see Fig 3). Cassandra is a scalable, high performance, 
distributed and NoSQL database, designed to handle large amounts data across many 
commodity servers. Cassandra data table is of key-value type. For record tables, keys 
are RIDs and values are JSON documents containing the properties of entities. For 
reference tables, keys are identities, values are RIDs of the records. For indices like 
names and addresses, identities are also loaded in Elasticsearch search engine for 
queries that require fuzzy string matching. Elasticsearch is a distributed and scalable 
search engine based on Lucene. Elasticsearch is also used to store geo-locations for 
geospatial queries. 

Database basic operations of load and query are implemented by invoking APIs of 
Cassandra and Elasticsearch. 

To load a record, the following steps are taken:  

1. Create a UUID as RID of the record  
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2. Form a JSON document using properties of the record  

3. Insert RID and JSON document into a record table  

4. Extract IDs from the record  

5. Insert IDs and corresponding RIDs into reference tables  

6. If fuzzy string matching queries are needed, take additional additional steps:  

(a) Standardize the strings  

(b) `Load the strings into Elasticsearch tables  

The whole load process is shown in Figure 4.  

 
Figure 4. Load process. 

 
Query or traversal operations are implemented for two basic types of queries: breadth-
first and depth-first search, configurations are possible for these parameters:  

• Connection set: entities are connected by a specific set of identities  

• Time window: records of entities with timestamp, traversal operation return 
entities within the specified time window.  

• Graph depth: breath-first or depth-first search terminates once the specified depth 
is reached  

We deployed the system on a cloud system, the entire data system includes an 
Elasticsearch cluster, a Cassandra cluster and an API server cluster to provide unified 
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RESTful API to access backend databases. The Elasticsearch includes 3 nodes and 
the Cassandra cluster includes 6 nodes. Each of the storage nodes has 4 cores, 16GB 
memory and 1 TB SSD mounted on the cloud system with 10G bandwidth internal 
network. The API server cluster includes 2 nodes, each has 4 cores and 8GB memory. 

4    Analytics 

The graph based data system stores consumer profiling data in a graph data structure 
with massive amount information. Analytics is called for to develop computational 
algorithms and software tools for information discovery, looking for financial 
insights, quantifying relationships for automated decision-makings, and visualizing 
hidden patterns. 

For online consumer profiling, consumer ranking on certain subject is often 
conducted to find a consumer’s relative position in a group, each consumer is 
assigned to a score based on known scores of a small sample and connectivities of the 
group. For example, a group of consumers are connected by identities of PID and 
mobile, and a number of members are found to be involved in some fraud activities, 
which pose great risk for online financial companies. Assign highest scores as initial 
values for these consumers, scores of the rest are calculated based on the initial values 
and group connectivities. Here the scores represent consumer risks in future online 
activities. 

 

Figure 5. Graph with initial scores. 

A consumer ranking algorithm is devised and implemented, in which scores are 
calculated iteratively based on initial scores and a graph model of nodes and edges as 
illustrated in Figure 5. The algorithm converges to the solution which is the desired 
score distribution as demonstrated by an example. The mathematical proof of 
convergence is provided. 

The profiling data is retrieved from the graph based data system, the connectivity is 
well defined in the graph data structure. As the data size is large, computation will be 
most effectively carried out on a cluster of computers in parallel, the algorithm 
employs a MapReduce design pattern will be presented in next section. 
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From analysis perspectives, as illustrated in Figure 5, there are two types of nodes in 
the graph: source nodes and link nodes. Source and link nodes are the property nodes 
for the entities and identities, respectively. 

Let 𝐬 = {𝑠𝑖} denote scores of source nodes and 𝑟 = {𝑟𝑖} denote scores of link nodes 

with  

 𝑠𝑖  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2, ⋯ , 𝑁     (5) 

𝑁 is the number of source nodes, and  

 𝑟𝑖  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2, ⋯ , 𝑀     (6) 

𝑀 is the number of link nodes. 

Given initial scores of source nodes:  

 𝑠𝑖
0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2, ⋯ , 𝑁     (7) 

an iterative procedure is constructed to obtain scores distribution for all nodes 

including those of link nodes. In a recurrence formula for 𝑛 = 1,2, . .., the 𝑛th iteration 

is given below:  

1. Let 𝑆𝑖 be a set of source nodes directly connected to the 𝑖th link node, the score 𝑟𝑖 

of 𝑖th link node is calculated by averaging scores of source nodes which are directly 

connected to 𝑖th link node:  

 𝑟𝑖
(𝑛)

=
1

|𝑆𝑖|
∑𝑗∈𝑆𝑖

𝑠𝑗
(𝑛−1)

 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2, ⋯ , 𝑀  (8) 

where |𝑆𝑖| is the size of 𝑆𝑖.  

2. Let 𝑅𝑖 be a set of link nodes directly connected to the 𝑖th source node, the score 𝑟𝑖 
of 𝑖th source node is calculated by averaging scores of link nodes which are directly 
connected to 𝑖th source node:  

 𝑠𝑖
(𝑛)

= (1 − 𝛽)𝑠𝑖
(0)

+ 𝛽�̅�𝑖
(𝑛)

 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1,2, ⋯ , 𝑁   (9) 

where 0 < 𝛽 < 1 is a parameter introduced to add weighted initial scores 𝑠𝑖
(0)

 to the 

results; and  

 �̅�𝑖
(𝑛)

=
1

|𝑅𝑖|
∑𝑗∈𝑅𝑖

𝑟𝑗
(𝑛)

    (10) 

where |𝑅𝑖| is the size of 𝑅𝑖.  

3. Let 𝜀 be a small number of relative error, if  

max
𝑖=1

𝑁 |𝑠𝑖
(𝑛+1)

−𝑠𝑖
(𝑛)

|

|𝑠
𝑖
(𝑛)

|
< 𝜀    (11) 

let 𝑠𝑖
∗ = 𝑠𝑖

(𝑛+1)
 and exit the procedure; Otherwise, return to step 1 and continue the 

iteration.  

The solution 𝑠𝑖
∗ for 𝑖 = 1,2, . . . , 𝑁 are obtained. 

In each iteration, scores of link and source nodes are calculated in separate steps, 

namely, (8) and (9). Each link node score is calculated by averaging scores of 

surrounding source nodes; Likewise, each source node score is calculated by 
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averaging scores of surrounding link nodes. The algorithm is well suited for 

implementation in MapReduce design pattern. As shown below, in the matrix form, a 

positive-definite operator is constructed, the iterations converge. 

To provide proof of convergence, the adjacency matrix 𝐀 = [𝑎𝑖𝑗]  is introduced, 

where  

 𝑎𝑖𝑗 = {
1  𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑑i𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 ;
0  𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 .

  (12) 

it defines the connectivities of the graph. In adjacency matrix, (8) and (10) are written 

as:  

 𝐫(𝑛) = 𝐒𝐀𝐬(𝑛−1)    (13) 

where 𝐒 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(
1

|𝑆1|
,

1

|𝑆2|
, ⋯ ,

1

|𝑆𝑀|
) is a diagonal matrix, and  

 �̅�(𝑛) = 𝐀𝑇𝐑𝐫(𝑛)    (14) 

where 𝐑 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(
1

|𝑅1|
,

1

|𝑅2|
, ⋯ ,

1

|𝑅𝑁|
)  is a diagonal matrix. Matrices 𝐒𝐀  and 𝐀𝑇𝐑  are 

scaled adjacency matrix. Without lose of generality, replace |𝑆𝑖| and |𝑅𝑖| in (8) and 

(10) by a parameter 𝑑:  

 𝑑 = max
𝑚,𝑛

(|𝑆𝑚|, |𝑅𝑛|)    (15) 

It is noted that 𝑑 is the maximum number of connected nodes for a source or link 

node in the graph. Equations (13) and (14) are written as:  

 𝐫(𝑛) = �̅�𝐬(𝑛−1)    (16) 

and  

 �̅�(𝑛) = �̅�𝑇𝐫(𝑛)     (17) 

where the scaled adjacency matrix �̅� = [�̅�𝑖𝑗] is defined as:  

 �̅�𝑖𝑗 = {
1/𝑑  𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 ;
0  𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 .

  (18) 

It should be noted that:  

 ∥ �̅� ∥1≤ 1     (19) 

where ∥⋅∥1 is 1-norm of a matrix. 

From (9), in matrix form,  

 𝐬(𝑛) = (1 − 𝛽)𝐬(0) + 𝛽�̅�(𝑛)   (20) 

Combine (20), (17) and (16), we have  

 𝐬(𝑛) = (1 − 𝛽)𝐬(0) + 𝐁𝐬(𝑛−1)   (21) 

where  

 𝐁 = 𝛽�̅�𝑇�̅�     (22) 

and 𝐁 is symmetric and positive definite with properties:  

 𝜌(𝐁) ≤∥ 𝐁 ∥1≤ 𝛽 ∥ �̅�𝑇 ∥1∥ �̅� ∥1< 1  (23) 
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where 𝜌(𝐁) is the spectral radius of 𝐁 [13]. 

In recurrence, (21) can be written explicitly in 𝐬(0) for 𝑛 > 0:  

 𝐬(𝑛) = 𝐁𝑛𝐬(0) + (1 − 𝛽)[∑𝑛−1
𝑖=0 𝐁𝑖]𝐬(0)  (24) 

As 𝑛 → ∞, from the above equation:  

 lim
𝑛→∞

𝐬(𝑛) = lim
𝑛→∞

𝐁𝑛𝐬(0) + (1 − 𝛽) lim
𝑛→∞

[∑𝑛−1
𝑖=0 𝐁𝑖]𝐬(0) (25) 

Since 𝜌(𝐁) < 1 as shown in (23), we have:  

 lim
𝑛→∞

𝐁𝑛𝐬(0) = 0    (26) 

and  

 lim
𝑛→∞

∑𝑛−1
𝑖=0 𝐁𝑖 = (𝐈 − 𝐁)−1   (27) 

(25) becomes:  

 lim
𝑛→∞

𝐬(𝑛) = (1 − 𝛽)(𝐈 − 𝐁)−1𝐬(0)  (28) 

The iterations (21) converge [13]. 

To demonstrate, an example of consumer fraud risk ranking is shown here. We have a 
group of consumers who are connected by their PIDs and mobile numbers as shown 
in Fig 6, where the initial scores are given based on known fraud risks of some 
consumers. For those we don’t have any fraud information except their connections, 
the initial scores are set to be 0.  

 

Figure 6. Example: Graph and initial scores. 
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Using the algorithm, set 𝛽 = 0.95 and and 𝜀 = 0.01, we obtain the solutions in 12 

iterations, the results are shown in Fig 7. The color grad represents the level of risk.  

 

Figure 7. Example: Final scores. 

5   MapReduce Algorithm 

For consumer ranking graph with millions of source and link nodes, computation 
must be carried out on a cluster of computers (nodes) in parallel. For the computation 
procedure described in previous section, an algorithm is developed on MapReduce 
framework. 

MapReduce is a programming model for processing large-scale data [7], in which 
data processing is divided into two phases: map and reduce. The map phase is 
responsible for processing given (key, value) pairs stored on the distributed file 
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system and generating intermediate (key, value) pairs. In the reduce phase, 
intermediate pairs with the same key are collected, processed at once, and stored as 
the results to the distributed file system. 

In MapReduce model, communication between different computer nodes only takes 
place during a single communication phase, when the intermediate pairs from the map 
nodes are transferred to the reduce nodes. Apart from this, no further communication 
takes place. Neither do the individual mappers nor the individual reducers 
communicate with each other. This loose coupling of the computational nodes enables 
the framework to perform the calculations in a highly distributed and fault-tolerant 
way. Since all computational nodes process the data independently from each other, 
the only limitation for the number of parallel reducer-jobs is the number of unique 
intermediate key values. Additionally, since the single jobs do not depend on the 
results of other jobs, the failure of hardware can be easily managed by restarting the 
same job on another computational node. This high fault-tolerance and the loose 
coupling of computational nodes suits perfectly for usage of this model on commodity 
hardware like personal PCs connected to a cluster over a network. However, this 
limited communication also poses a challenge for the development of algorithms, 
which have to be designed such that the data in different mappers/reducers can be 
processed completely independently. Especially, the results computed by different 
reducers can not be combined in a MapReduce job. Thus, many problems cannot be 
solved using a single MapReduce job, but have to be solved by a chain of MapReduce 
jobs, such that the result records of one iteration can be re-distributed to the reducers 
and thus combined in the next iteration. 

For ranking consumers in the graph, the idea is to iteratively alter growing local parts 
of the graph until scores of all source and link nodes converge. In initialization, a data 
structure is prepared as:  

 [ 𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 , 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 , 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ]  (29) 

where the source node has three members: id, current score and last score. Iterations 
follow the steps described in Section 4. The algorithm is listed in Algorithm 1.  

The algorithm has been programed using Apache Spark framework. In general, there 
are five MapReduce jobs to be executed in the each iteration. And each MapReduce 
job can be simply implemented by Apache Spark framework. Apache Spark offers in-
memory capabilities so each MapReduce jobs can be completed in short time and the 
whole job can converge fast if the number of iterations is small. Remarkably, we only 
need to persist the last RDD in memory using cache() method at the end of each 
iteration. 

6 APPLICATIONS 

The graph based data system has been employed in a software system processing 
online loan applications, where each applicants’ identities and credit histories are 
verified and reviewed to determine credit default risks. The system is required to 
provide these information in real-time:  
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• if the applicant has applied the credit at same or other organizations in passed 18 

months.  

• if the contact persons provided by the applicant have applied the credits in passed 

18 months.  

• if the applicant is related to persons on the high risk list by any means like mobile 

number, PID or address.  

• if the applicant is associated with any known fraud organizations as a participant 

or victim.  

The workflow is shown in Fig 8, where two modules depend on the graph based data 

system directly: rule engine and case manager.  

 In rule engine, applicant’s information is retrieved in scripts using a set of RESTful 

APIs. In case manager, which is a Web application, applicant’s information is 

explored interactively.  

• ad hoc search and query: enter pid, mobile number or addresses to check if the 

applicant is on high risk list  

• visualize relevant information: point-and-click on the items to get detailed 

information and to view relations to other persons as shown in Fig 9. To gain 

detailed information, tools like zooming and filtering are provided.  

 
Figure 8. Online loan application system. 
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Figure 9. Visualization tool. 
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Abstract: This paper examines the performance of Apache Sparks machine 

learning library with reference to the optimal required resources such as number 

of machines and cores to best perform popular machine learning algorithms. In 

order to achieve this, we have observed training time of classification algorithms 

such as logistic regression, support vector machines, decision trees, random 

forests, and gradient boosted trees under different configurations on a sample 

dataset. Our research revealed that having excessive number of resources does 

not necessarily decrease the training time of the machine learning algorithms, it 

may even degrade the training time by up to 30 percent. Furthermore, this study 

confirms that methodologies such as tree ensembles can increase the training time 

of machine learning algorithms compared to that of typical decision trees.  

1    Introduction 

Machine learning with its automated learning power unleashes big datas power to aid 

data scientists to gain knowledge in variety of applications such as computer vision, 

speech processing, natural language understanding, neuroscience, health, and Internet 

of Things (IoT). The major challenges of using machine learning in big data is to 

perform the analysis in a reasonable time [28]. 

In-memory processing with its increased performance in response time has been 

proven beneficial in a range of areas such as fraud detection, risk management, and 

decision-making, where machine learning algorithms are used to conduct analytics. 

Together with real-time analytics it provides unmatched productivity and profit gains 

that explains why companies such as Facebook, Twitter, and Amazon take advantage 

of their capabilities [9,24]. 

In-memory processing involves querying data in computerâ ™s RAM instead of its 

hard disk. Being able to interact directly with RAM as opposed to the traditional 

method of hard disks I/O operations greatly increases response times and throughput. 

Acker et al. concluded that response times were 5 to 19 times better and throughput 

increased by 7 times when using in-memory processing platforms. It has been 

reported that in-memory processing is easier to set up and maintain which is ideal 

when analyzing large datasets [1], reduction in memory prices, and higher user 
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satisfaction that enables faster data access that contributes to faster decision making. 

[5, 10, 12]. 

There are various big data frameworks that take advantage of in-memory processing 

and of those frameworks the one that is mostly used is Apache Spark, a descendent of 

Hadoop. Using its in-memory capabilities Apache Spark executes machine learning 

algorithms efficiently by keeping the dataset in RAM and eliminating the repetitious 

pulling of data from the hard disk [14]. For example, the machine learning algorithm 

known as logistic regression is over 100 times faster when using Spark instead of 

Hadoop [3]. 

Spark has caused a surge of interest due to companies desire to utilize real-time 

analytics, analysis of streaming IoT data sets, and efficient implementation of 

iterative algorithms. But regardless of its benefits, unfamiliarity of many companies 

with big data cluster specifications such as the number of machines, number of cores 

per machine, and the interoperability of machines, often results in lower hardware 

usage efficiency. Every data analysis ecosystem has two main components which are 

filesystem and processing system. Spark, handles files in the form of Resilient 

Distributed Datasets (RDD), and processes them with its in-memory processing 

engine. In the following sections, we discuss more about these components as well as 

our choice of test data set and algorithms. 

1.1 Resilient Distributed Dataset 

RDDs are data structures that partition the dataset into multiple partitions, and aid 

with parallel computing by supporting iterative operations on the Spark. The resilient 

feature of RDD that logs the transformations used to build a dataset will capture 

enough information to re-compute a lost or damaged partition. Furthermore, RDD 

gives users control over how the data is partitioned, the storage strategy for each 

RDD, and indicate which RDDs will be reused. Due to its parallel computing 

capabilities, RDD significantly improves the performance of large dataset 

computations on an in-memory computing platform [26]. 

1.2 In-memory Processing 

In-memory processing has been studied since the 1980â ™s, but recently it has 

gained popularity due to the availability of ultra-fast memories, each with its massive 

capacity often offered at the lower cost [23, 13]. There are several significant 

differences between processing in main memory versus processing on hard disks. The 

most quantifiable difference is the fact that main memory processes computations 

notably faster than hard disks [11]. This is because in-memory processing places the 

computation near the data as means to reduce data movement [2]. Despite the 

volatility and vulnerability of main memory, the processing speed and other benefits 

makes using in-memory processing worthwhile. 

1.3. Data 

In this study, Higgs dataset from UCI machine learning repository [4] has been 

adopted and produced using Monte Carlo simulations. The first 21 features are 
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kinematic properties measured by the particle detectors in the accelerator and the last 

seven features are functions of the first 21 features; these are high-level features 

derived by to help discriminate between the two classes. 

1.4. Machine Learning Algorithms 

Machine learning is a type of artificial intelligence that provides computers with the 

ability to learn autonomously, using a combination of methodologies developed by 

the statisticians and computer scientists, to learn relationships from data while also 

placing emphasis on efficient computing algorithms. Machine learning is also used in 

the analysis and diagnosis for medical images in radiological medicine, predict the 

susceptibility of soil liquefaction, and forecast models of consumer credit risk. The 

techniques used within these countless applications of machine learning techniques 

each fall under one of two categories of supervised or unsupervised learning [8, 25, 

20, 15]. 

In this study, we have examined the performance of the following five machine 

learning algorithms. 

1) Logistic Regression: Linear regression attempts to fit a line to data that has only 
two levels or outcomes, whereas, logistic regression models the chance of an 
outcome based on a transformation known as a logit [19]. Spark uses two 
optimizers that are examined for logistic regression in this study. These optimizers 
are Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and Limited Memory BFGS (LBFGS). 

The SGD approximates the gradient by accessing a single element within the dataset 
during each iteration. It works best for machine learning algorithms that are large in 
magnitude because it does not require loading the entire dataset. It is also inexpensive 
in regards to computations and the dataset can be quickly processed. Those benefits 
are key factors that influence many to use SGD to optimize logistic regression and 
SVM algorithms [22]. LBFGS is a quasi-Newton method optimizer that uses prior 
iterations to estimate the Hessian matrix of the objective function [27]. These prior 
iterations have a sequence of gradient vectors that are used to solve unconstrained 
nonlinear minimization problems. Of the machine algorithms that were previously 
mentioned, logistic regression utilizes LBFGS to optimize its performance. 

2) Support Vector Machine (SVM): The support vector machine algorithm uses 
training examples to create a hyperplane that separates the dataset into classes. 
The complexity of classes may vary, but the simplest form of the SVM algorithm 
has only two possible labels to choose from. To reduce misclassifications, a 
decision boundary is obtained while training the SVM algorithm. This decision 
boundary is known as the optimal separation hyperplane [22]. The only optimizer 
available for SVM on Spark is SGD optimizer. 

3) Decision Trees: Classification via decision trees begins with a series of questions 
about the various features of the dataset. Each question is housed in a node that 
points to at least one child node that responds to the question. A hierarchal tree is 
formed as a result of these questions and thus, allowing the classification of an 
item based on how we answer the questions. A classification occurs once we have 
reached a leaf node [16]. 
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4) Random Forests: Random forests and boosted trees are other forms of classifiers 
that are based on decision trees and yield more precise classifications by its 
multiple decision trees. Random forests are one of the methods of tree ensembles 
where tree predictors are combined in such a way that each trees prediction 
depends on the values of a random vector sampled independently and with the 
same distribution for all trees in the forest. In process of training a random forests 
predictor model, the root node corresponds to whole input space and this input 
space will be partitioned into multiple disjoint partitions. At each of these nodes, a 
decision tree model will be trained based on its data partition [6]. 

5) Gradient Boosted Trees: One of the common methods for improving accuracy of 
any machine learning algorithm is by boosting it. This method has been 
introduced by Sapphire at 1990 and utilizes a combination of weak classifiers in 
order to create a sturdier classification model. Gradient boosted trees classification 
algorithm allows for first decision tree model to be trained based on the training 
dataset, improving the accuracy of the model iteratively by retraining the model. 
During each training, tuples will be reweighted, so the model can decrease its 
error rate. Boosting does not suffer from overfitting regularly, but because of its 
iterative nature takes longer time to train the model [7]. 

2    Related Works 

Until recently, there has not been much research conducted in regards to in-memory 

processing. Sparkâ ™s in-memory capabilities have been shown to be faster and 

more flexible than Hadoop in a variety of areas [21]. For example, according to study 

reported in [26], a workload that took 20 hours on Hadoop was reduced to 3 minutes 

on Spark. The performance of in-memory processing is analyzed with regard to the 

number of machines, amount of memory, number of cores per machine, and the 

amount of pool threads on a variety of workloads [2]. Machine learning is treated as a 

small aspect instead of a focal point. 

Siegal et al. [21] presented a machine-learning library prototype called Smart-MLib 

that allows machine learning implementations to be invoked from a program other 

than Spark. The authors tested the library’s performance, and built machine-learning 

applications that are also provided in Spark’s MLlib and tested the performance of k-

means clustering, linear regression, Gaussian mixture models, and support vector 

machines using MLib and Smart-Mlib. 

Kumar et al. [17] compared the prediction accuracy of two groups of supervised 

machine learning ensembles based Meta learners. They showed that Random Forest 

performs well in both Meta learners: bagging and boosting than other learning 

algorithms. Lee et al. [18] evaluated the performance of three sampling-based 

algorithms, four ensemble algorithms, four instance-based algorithms, and two 

support vector machine algorithms. They conducted two experiments to compare 

algorithm performance using etching process data and chemical vapor deposition 

process data, which showed that increasing imbalance ratio leads to higher 

performance in the instance-based algorithms. 
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3    Big Data Infrastructure 

3.1. Hardware 

Big Data analytics require a scalable hardware infrastructure with parallel processing 

capability. This system should have enough memory, bandwidth, and throughput to 

run multiple tasks simultaneously, and perform parallel processing of advanced 

analytics algorithms in matter of seconds. Since the main concept of Big Data 

computing is distributed processing, in this study the framework is implemented over 

a cluster of servers. We have arranged a cluster of 16 servers providing a powerful 

hardware base for big data analytics tasks. Four of these servers act as administrative 

nodes, and 12 servers operate as worker nodes. Each of the 16 servers have two 

Intel(R) Xeon(R) quad core CPU 5620 2.40 GHz processors, meaning there are eight 

real cores or 16 virtual cores on each server. The servers are equipped with 16 GB 

DDR3 RAM and a 1 TB hard disk. The operating system used is a Linux Ubuntu 

server 14.04 64-bit distribution. The switch used is Juniper EX4200, which is a high-

performance, low-latency, and provides a one Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) access 

environment.  

3.2. Software 

To analyze the performance of machine learning algorithms on Spark, we began by 

building a Hadoop cluster using YARN as the resource manager. YARN is a platform 

that provides consistent operations, security, and data governance tools across 

Hadoop clusters. We chose YARN as the resource manager because it outperforms 

Sparks standalone mode for handling clusters. YARN allows for multi-tenancy, 

dynamic allocation of cluster resources, and data center expansion [Siegal 

et~al(2016)Siegal, Guo, and Agrawal]. A bash script was created that ran machine 

learning models on the HIGGS dataset with data size of 8 gigabytes, 28 attributes, and 

11 million instances [Baldi etal. (2014)Baldi, Sadowski, and Whiteson]. To test the 

performance of the machine learning algorithms, we utilized a maximum of 7 

machines with 8 virtual cores and 16 gigabytes of RAM. The amount of data 

partitions were also taken into account when analyzing the performance of the 

machine learning algorithms. There were a range of 40 to 60 partitions used. The 

performance time of the machine learning algorithms were first averaged in regards to 

the number of machines and then averaged by the number of cores. 1) Spark: Spark is 

a framework for parallel processing of Big Data. Spark is designed to use Hadoop 

MapReduce with some modifications that enable it to perform more efficiently. 

Apache Spark has its own streaming API and independent processes for continuous 

micro-batch processing across intervals with varying, but short time duration. Spark 

runs up to 100 times faster than Hadoop in certain circumstances. Spark has some 

features for real-time analytics and is supportive of applications such as machine 

learning, stream processing, and graph computation [Zaharia et~al(2012)Zaharia, 

Chowdhury, Das, and Dave]. MLlib is Spark’s machine learning library, focusing on 

learning algorithms and utilities, including classification, regression, clustering, 

collaborative filtering, dimensionality reduction, as well as underlying optimization 

primitives. MLlib is built on Apache Spark, which is a fast and general engine for 
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large scale processing that is up to 100x faster than Hadoop MapReduce, or 10x faster 

compared to disk. It supports Java, Scala, and Python. 

4    Evaluation 

4.1 Experimental Condition 

An experiment was setup to investigate the performance of the machine learning 
algorithms with 128 different configurations, number of servers 3 through 10, and 
number of virtual cores 1 through 16 with data chunk size of 64 megabytes. The 
minimum number of servers needed to perform machine learning algorithms was 
selected to conform with the replication factor of 3 that refers to the storing of data on 
different machines.  

4.2 Results 

In the process of training the classification models we observed that the split rate of 
selected data for training data set does not effect the training time of the machine 
learning algorithms. This means that the only parameters effecting the training time of 
classification models for particular dataset and infrastructure are software parameters 
and the resources that are being used. We have discovered that the analysis won’t 
complete if we don’t provide enough RAM for the execution, and on the other hand 
adding excessive RAM will not increase the performance. 

In this experiment we trained the logistic regression model with two LBFGS and 
SGD optimizers, with over 100 different configurations. The average training time of 
SGD was 207 seconds and average time of LBFGS was 106 seconds, as shown in 
Figure 1, so we can conclude that logistic regression model can be trained 49 percent 
faster using LBFGS optimizer compared to SGD while being trained with similar 
cluster configurations.  

As expected, it was observed increase in the performance of machine learning 
algorithms as the number of servers increased. It is noteworthy to state, however, that 
adding additional servers will increase the performance, but decaying performance 
with higher number of servers and adding these additional servers may outweigh the 
performance benefit. The results of this experiment is presented at Figure 2.  

We observed that having more than one virtual core makes significant difference in 
the training time and having 2 through 8 virtual cores performs equally well. 
Furthermore, increasing number of virtual cores used on each server to more than 8 
degrades the performance of machine learning algorithm. We conclude optimum 
number of virtual cores is between 2 and 8, independent selected algorithm, next we 
compared training time based on number of servers.  
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Figure 1. Comparison of average training time for logistic regression using SGD and LBFGS. 

 

Figure 2. Time comparison of classification algorithms on different number of servers. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of average training time of classification algorithms per number of 

virtual cores on each server. 

 

Interestingly, as shown in Figure 3, the relationship between the number of cores and 
the performance of the machine learning algorithms did not follow a similar pattern to 
that of number of machines and performance. This issue raises concerns regarding 
Spark and YARNs ability to manage resources in training of machine learning 
algorithms. 

We further analyzed results using tree ensembles and as was expected random forests 
capability to adapt with parallel processing; will allow training higher number of sub 
trees for training predictor model. Figure 4 shows the average training time for this 
algorithm using 5, 25 and 50 sub trees.  

We Tested Gradient boosted trees with different number of iterations and as expected 
increasing number of iterations significantly increased its training time. Because of 
the iterative nature of this algorithm, parallelism and cluster computing only 
marginally helps with its boosting. As you can see in Figure 5 the training time of 
gradient boosted tree with even few iterations increases rapidly.  
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Figure 4. Training time Comparison of decision tree and random forests with 5, 25, 50 sub 

trees. 

 

 

Figure 5. Training time Comparison of decision tree and gradient boosted trees with 3 and 6 

iterations. 
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5    Conclusion 

We have presented the optimal server and core configurations needed to best perform 

machine learning models using Apache Spark on a specific dataset. These optimal 

configurations will not only save time, but will also reduce cost of infrastructure. The 

performance of these machine learning algorithms were analyzed in regards to time in 

seconds. Factors such as number of cores, number of machines, and number of 

partitions were taken into consideration when analyzing the performance of the 

machine learning algorithms. It was discovered that as the number of servers 

increased, the performance increased as well, but performance however decreased, as 

the number of cores increased. These results infer that more servers and fewer cores 

are needed for optimal performance of machine learning algorithms. From a business 

perspective, it is best to use the number of machines that makes a significant impact 

on performance rather than a meager impact as means to save money. This justifies 

why we chose a number of servers that was less than the maximum amount of 

machines that were available. We wanted to maximize benefits and resources while 

minimizing expenditures. 
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Abstract: The abstracts of all NIH-funded grants are publicly available via the 

NIH RePORT Expenditures and Results Tool (RePORTER) website and are a 

valuable resource to study trends in immunology research. To identify immunol-

ogy-related grants, we have developed a text-based classifier, which is capable of 

analyzing a large number of abstracts to provide an objective numeric measure of 

the relevancy of each grant to immunology research. We collected more than 

1,100 funded grants that had been reviewed by the NIH Immunology (IMM) In-

tegrated Review Group (IRG), this set of grants served as the true positive data 

set. More than 1,900 NIH grants, funded after review by IRGs whose research fo-

cus was not immunology related served as the true negative dataset. The classifier 

was developed on this training dataset by using a Bayesian algorithm. The classi-

fier developed two metrics, Edge-Ratio (r) and Average LIKE-score (S), with 

high discriminative power based on LIKE-score, a similarity score between all 

collected grants using their “Research, Condition, and Disease Categorization 

(RCDC)” signatures. RCDC is a computerized reporting process used by NIH 

since 2008 to categorize research topics for congressionally-mandated report pur-

poses. For a given grant, the Edge-Ratio is defined as the percentage of non-zero 

LIKE-scores between this grant and all grants in the positive dataset. The Aver-

age LIKE-score is defined as the average non-zero LIKE-score between this grant 

and all grants in the positive dataset. A Naïve-Bayesian classifier trained by these 

two features had an overall prediction accuracy of 92.3%. A test of IMM grants 

funded from 2014 to 2015, which were not in the training sets, yielded a value of 

80.1% accuracy.  

1   Introduction 

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) is the primary agency of the United States 

government responsible for biomedical and health-related research. In FY 2016, to 

accomplish its mission, 81 percent of the NIH's $32.3 billion budget was awarded as 

grants or contracts to more than 3,000 universities, medical schools, and other re-

search institutions. Before award, each incoming application underwent peer review 

to evaluate its scientific merit. 

Grant applications are reviewed within the Center for Scientific Review (CSR), which 

is organized into 25 Integrated Review Groups (IRG), each focused on a scientific 

discipline. Each IRGs is composed of a cluster of Scientific Review Groups (SRG), 

also known as study sections, each with a more defined scientific emphasis. CSR 

officers assign incoming applications first to an IRG and then to an SRG. 
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The officers at the CSR manually assign tens of thousands of applications submitted 

to NIH to study sections each year. The process implicitly embeds their understanding 

of the scientific classifications into the assignments. We hypothesized that key featu-

res of application text corpuses can represent those expert classifications, although 

some assignments might be ambiguous due to changes of sciences and human biases. 

In this pilot project, we have extracted text features that are most representative and 

used them to develop an automated and robust computer classifier that electronically 

screens applications and can identify those that are appropriate for the Immunology 

(IMM) IRG. The classifier can be a generic tool to classify if text contents such as 

journal or conference publications are relevant to the science defined by IMM IRG or 

not. 

2    Materials and Methods 

2.1 Training Set 

We constructed a true positive dataset of 1,130 NIH grants that CSR officers had 

assigned to the IMM IRG from 2008 to 2013. A negative dataset of 1,900 NIH grants 

was constructed based on their assignment to 8 other IRGs that were related to medi-

cal research but did not focus on immunology. A summary of these grants is listed in 

Table 1. 

Table 1. Grants in the training sets 

Fiscal Year Number of IMM Grants Number of Non-IMM Grants 

2008 125 343 

2009 164 332 

2010 121 311 

2011 115 264 

2012 129 297 

2013 476 353 

Total 1130 1900 

2.2. Features 

To construct a classifier that can differentiate IMM from Non-IMM grants, we used 

the NIH Research, Condition, and Disease Categorization (RCDC) system—a compu-

ter-based process that sorts all NIH applications into categories by research area, di-

sease, or condition. As part of this process, RCDC electronically scans the text of 

specific sections of each grant application, identifies specific terms from a compre-

hensive thesaurus, and counts how often these terms appear. This produces an appli-

cation signature that places the application into one or more RCDC categories. 
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By using the RCDC signature (terms and their weights), the LIKE-score (d) of any 
two grants can be calculated by using the dot products of the RCDC signatures of the 
two grants. The formula is summarized as follows: 

𝑑 = ∑ 𝑊1(𝑖)𝑊2(𝑖)𝑓(𝑖)/100 

𝑖

                                            (1) 

where i is the index of the shared terms between the two NIH grants; W1(i) and W2(i) 

are the weights of the term i of the first grant and second grant, respectively; f(i) is 

another weight factor, which is called “Inverse Frequency.” This factor is updated 

weekly as more applications are submitted to NIH, but it changes very slowly because 

the pool of NIH grants is very large relative to the number of incoming applications. 

RCDC signatures can be obtained from the NIH Query, View, and Report database. 

 Once we determined the LIKE-score of any two grants, we constructed a network 

of a large number of grants and extracted two features, Edge-Ratio(r) and Average 

LIKE-score(S), to be used in the classifier.  

 Given a group of grants G (reference group) and another grant g, the average 

LIKE-score, S, between g and G is defined as follows: 

𝑆 = ∑ 𝑆(𝑖)/𝑁

𝑁

𝑖=1

                                                          (2) 

where i is the index of non-zero LIKE-score between g and another grant g(i) in G; 

S(i) is the LIKE-score between g and g(i); N is the number of non-zero LIKE-score 

between g and G; and S is the average of non-zero LIKE-score between g and grants 

in G. 

The Link ratio, r, is defined as follows: 

𝑟 = 𝑁/𝑁0                                                        (3) 

where N is the number of non-zero LIKE-score between g and G and N0 is the total 

number of grants in G. 

Both S and r provide a similarity measurement between g and G. A higher S value 

indicates a high LIKE-score between g and other grants in G, and a higher r value 

means g is similar to more grants in G. 

2.3 Naive Bayesian Classifier 

The WEKA Data Mining Software (1, 2) was used to create the classifier. By using 

the 1,130 IMM grants as G, we calculated S and r for all grants in the training set 

(both 1,130 grants in the positive set and 1,900 grants in the negative set). We tested 

multiple algorithms and the performance was comparable (see Section 3.2). We deci-

ded to use the Naive Bayesian method because of its simplicity and robustness. The 

overall accuracy (recall) in the training set was 92.3%.  

The performance details of the Naive Bayesian classifier are in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Naïve Bayesian classifier performance 

Class 
TP 

Rate 

FP 

Rate 

Preci-

sion 

Re-

call 

F-

Measu-

re 

MC

C 

ROC 

Area 

PRC 

Area 

IMM 0.867  0.043  0.923  0.867  0.894  0.835  0.973  0.950  

Non-IMM 0.957  0.133  0.924  0.957  0.940  0.835  0.973  0.985  

Weighted 

Avg. 

0.923  0.099  0.923  0.923  0.923  0.835 0.973 0.972 

3    Results and Discussion 

3.1 Features Extraction and Comparison 

In addition to the two features S and r, we also tested several other features to deter-

mine their ability to differentiate IMM grants from all grants in the training set. These 

features include the LIKE-score by itself, the total number of edges between g and G, 

and the LIKE-score sum of edges between g and G. The average LIKE-score and link 

ratio remained the best indicators of differentiation. 

We also studied the effect on S and r when we changed the reference group G. The 

different G groups were as follows: 

1 G1: All grants in the training set. S and r of this group can be treated as the 
background.  

2 G2: All 1,130 grants from the IMM IRG . S and r of this group can be used as 
the similarity to IMM grants. 

3 G3_1; G3_2……G3_8: The 8 negative subgroups from each of the 8 IRGs, the 
union of these groups forms the negative dataset G3. 

4 G2_1; G2_2; ... , G2_12. The 12 SRGs from within the IMM IRG  

After comparing S and r under the different G scenarios, we reached the following 

conclusions: 

1 The S and r values of the IMM grants and G2 (IMM group) are significantly hi-
gher than the values between IMM grants and G1 (the background). This con-
firms that IMM grants form a similar group, and the grants within this group are 
similar to each other. 

2 The S and r values between IMM grants and G2 is significantly higher than the 
values between IMM grants and G3 (the negative set). This means S and r have 
the discriminative power to train a valid predictive tool. 

3 S and r between G3_1 grants and G3_1 is significantly higher than values 
between G3_1 grants and G3_2 grants. This happens among other G3 sub-
groups. This indicates these two features can also be used on other IRGs instead 
of just IMM. 

4 S and r between G2_1 grants and G2_1 is similar with values between G2_1 and 
G2_2, which means it is hard to use these two features to construct a predictive 
model to classify IMM subgroups (SRGs). 
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3.2 Comparison of Various Classifiers 

After using multiple scenarios to study S and r values, we were confident that we had 

identified highly discriminative features for a classifier. We then used them to test 

various models of classifiers. 

As the primary purpose of this study was to identify IMM grants from all NIH appli-

cations, we used G2 as the positive set and G3 as the negative set, and calculated S 

and r values for each grant in the training set by using G2 as the reference group.  

We list the accuracy (recall) rate of 8 different models in Table 3. The results show 

that the overall accuracy rate for the IMM group (positive set) is approximately 

between 82% and 89%; the overall accuracy rate for the Non_IMM group (negative 

set) is approximately between 92% and 95%; and the weighted accuracy rate is very 

close: approximately between 90% and 92%. This indicates that once features are 

selected, the machine learning methods do not differ significantly in their performan-

ce. In this study, we selected the Naive Bayesian method due to its simplicity and 

robustness, which allows the results to be more easily understood. 

3.3 Test on Data by Fiscal Years 

To test the performance of the Naive Bayesian classifier in a real-world situation, we 

conducted a study by using previous year’s data as the training set and subsequent 

year’s data as the testing data. Table 4 shows a summary of the results. For example, 

in 2008 there were a total of 468 grants in the training sets: 125 grants from the IMM 

IRG and 343 grants from other IRGs. We used these data to train a classifier, and 

obtained an accuracy (recall) rate of 80.8%, 94.2% and 90.6% for the positive, nega-

tive and whole sets, respectively; and then we used this classifier to predict the data 

from 2009 to 2013, in which there were 1,005 grants from the IMM IRG and 1,557 

grants from the other IRGs. The prediction accuracy (recall) was 78.3%, 95.9% and 

89.0% for IMM, Non_IMM and all grants, respectively.  

Table 3. The performance of multiple classifiers 

Classifier Name IMM TP Rate Non_IMM TP Rate Weighted TP Rate 

Naïve Bayesian 86.7% 95.7% 92.3% 

SVM 82.6% 93.6% 89.5% 

Multilayer Perceptron 89.4% 94.1% 92.3% 

RBFNetwork 88.4% 94.9% 92.5% 

BayesNet 88.7% 93.3% 91.6% 

DecisionTable 88.1% 94.7% 92.2% 

RandomForest 86.5% 92.2% 90.1% 

Bagging 88.9% 93.6% 91.9% 
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The analysis shows that the accuracy of the model trained from FY 2008 only is lo-

west in both training and testing, which may be explained by having the lowest num-

ber of samples in the training set. For all other models, the accuracy is similar.  

We can draw three conclusions from this analysis: 

1. The model accuracy increases as the number of grants in the training set increas-

es, but it becomes negligible when the sample number is big enough. In this 

study, this equates to between 500 and 1000 samples.  

2. The model is robust because the blind testing shows a comparable accuracy with 

the training. Although the accuracy of the testing is slightly lower than the train-

ing, this is common in most data mining studies since the training set was used 

to develop the algorithm. An accuracy of 84% to 86% in training is considered 

similar to an accuracy 80% to 85% in real-world prediction. 

3. The IMM grants remained quite stable from FY 2008 to 2013 since the model 

trained from previous years’ data performed similarly for the following years da-

ta.  

3.3 Robustness Test 

To further test the robustness of the model, we conducted another study. We random-

ly picked n grants in the training set, and constructed the model, and calculated the 

accuracy. We repeated this process 100 times and calculated the average accuracy and 

standard deviation of the accuracy. n was iterated from 10 to 3030 with an increment 

of 10. Figure 1 shows the changing of accuracy (for the positive set) and standard 

deviation of this accuracy. As the number of samples (n) increased, the accuracy de-

creased and then became stable at about 86%. This pattern indicates that the model 

overfits the data when the number of samples is low; however, once n reached 200, 

the average accuracy reached the converged value. The standard deviation converged 

much slower. 500 samples are needed to obtain 1% standard deviation, and it conti-

nues decreasing while more samples added. Currently, we have 3,030 samples in the 

training set, and according to the robustness analysis, we can conclude that the model 

trained from this training set reaches 0.1% accuracy fluctuation.  
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Table 4. Testing by Fiscal Years (FY) 

Trai-

ning Set 

FY 

IMM In 

Trai-

ning Set 

Non_IM

M In 

Training 

Set 

Accuracy 

In Trai-

ning Set 

Test 

Set 

FY 

IMM 

In Test 

Set 

Non_I

MM In 

Test 

Set 

Accuracy 

In Test 

Set 

2008 125 343 80.8%,94.

2%, 90.6% 

2009-

2013 

1005 1557 78.3%,95.

9%,89.0% 

2008-

2009 

289 675 84.1%,94.

1%,91.2% 

2010-

2013 

841 1225 83.1%,96.

5%,91.0% 

2008-

2010 

410 986 85.1%,95.

4%,92.4% 

2011-

2013 

720 914 83.3%,96.

3%,90.6% 

2008-

2011 

525 1250 86.3%,95.

9%,93.1% 

2012-

2013 

605 650 85.5%,95.

8%,90.8% 

2008-

2012 

654 1547 86.5%,95.

9%,93.1% 

2013 476 353 82.6%,96.

9%,88.7% 

2008-

2013 

1130 1900 86.7%,95.

7%,92.3% 

2014-

2015 

166 3611 80.1%,93.

4%,92.8% 

 

 

 

Figure. 1. Bayesian Classifier Robustness Analysis. 
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3.4 RCDC Terms Coverage 

Because our method uses RCDC LIKE-scores between NIH awards, we also wanted 

to know more about the RCDC terms within the subset of the IMM awards. We had 

1,130 samples in the positive set, which included 6,600 unique RCDC terms. These 

had different weights and were found with high frequency in many awards. We used 

formulas (4) and (5) below to calculate the RCDC terms ratio, r(t) : 

 

𝑛(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑊(𝑖, 𝑡)𝑓(𝑡)                                                   

𝑖

(4) 

 

𝑟(𝑡) =
𝑛(𝑡)

∑ 𝑛(𝑡)𝑡

                                              (5) 

 

where t is the index for tth RCDC term; i is the index for the ith award in the positive 

set; W(i,t) is the weight of the tth RCDC term in the ith award; f(t) is the “Inverse 

Frequency” of the tth RCDC term, which is a constant for each RCDC term; n(t) is 

the contribution of tth RCDC term among all awards in the positive set; and the 

RCDC term ratio r(t) is the normalized value of n(t) among the positive set.  

We randomly picked a subset of these 1,130 samples, generated the RCDC terms of 

this subset, and then summed their RCDC term ratio r(t). Figure 2 shows the trend as 

the sample size is increased. When the sample size is 170, the sum of the weighted 

RCDC term ratio reached 85%; it reached 95% when the sample size was 500. 

 

 

Figure 2. RCDC terms coverage vs. sample size. 
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3.5 Subject Matter Expert IRG Reassignment Test 

Officers at the Center for Scientific Review (CSR) assign submitted applications to an 

IRG based on their judgment as to the best scientific fit. A Principal Investigator (PI) 

has the right to request their application be assigned to a specific IRG. Occasionally, 

an application might cover a topic(s) that could place it in more than one IRG. All 

these variables make the IRG assignment challenging and inexact. Consequently, our 

training data set may not be 100% accurate.  

However, one advantage of our method is that it does not require the training data to 

be 100% accurate since the two features (S and r) are determined from a large number 

of grants; therefore, the classifier can tolerate some error in the sample data. To fur-

ther test the effectiveness of this model, we manually picked 289 grants (we specifi-

cally introduced bias by selecting more grants predicted wrong by the model) and 

asked two NIAID subject matter experts (SME) to manually review the abstract of all 

grants. The SMEs classified each grant as an immunology grant or not. Table 5 shows 

a summary of the results.  
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In the category of CSR-assigned IMM grants, the SME reassignment to the IMM IRG 

agreed with our classifier assignment 80% of the time. The SME reassignment had a 

36% agreement with our predictions for a grant to be a Non_IMM grant, which indi-

cates our model can identify about one third incorrectly assigned IMM grants based 

on expert opinion. Another observation was that if a CSR IMM grant is predicted as a 

Non_IMM grant, the SME had a greater uncertainty at the reassignment: in a total 

number of 56 grants assigned to IMM, 9 of them were “weakly agree” or “hard to 

decide.” In the category of CSR assigned Non_IMM grants, if our model predicted 

them as IMM grants, the expert assignment was 33% in agreement and demonstrated 

that our model can re-capture about one third of the IMM grants that were incorrectly 

assigned to other IRGs by CSR. We noticed that that the uncertainty was increased if 

the model prediction and the expert assignment disagreed with each other. If the mo-

del predicted a CSR assigned Non_IMM grant as Non_IMM, the expert assignment 

agreed 100% with the prediction. This suggests that if both CSR and the model agree 

that a grant should be Non_IMM, there is no need for human curation. 

3.6 IRG Prediction for R01 Applications to 10 NIH Institutes (IC)  

We applied the classifier to R01 applications that were submitted to 10 NIH Institutes 

(ICs) during FY 2014. We selected these 10 ICs because they received a large number 

of applications, many of which were immunology related, e.g., NIAMS. As anticipa-

ted, the classifier predicted that NIAID had the highest percentage of incoming appli-

cations for the IMM IRG (see Figure 6). NIAID was followed by the much smaller 

NIAMS that supports research into several immunologic diseases such as arthritis, 

psoriasis, and atopic dermatitis. NCI, NIDDK and NHLBI were next at about nine 

percent each. These ICs support immunological research, for example immunothe-

rapy to treat various kinds of cancer and the study of autoimmune diseases such as 

diabetes. The remaining five ICs received negligible IMM-like applications due to the 

focus of their research portfolio not being strongly linked to immunology or immuno-

logy-related areas. The predicted percentages of each IC’s IMM-directed applications 

seems to be intuitively consistent with their research priorities. 

The actual CSR assignment of applications to IMM from NCI, NIDDK and NHLBI is 

around 1 to 2 percent (not shown), which is much lower than our classifier predicts ~9 

percent. This is consistent with our finding in 3.6 above, in which our Subject Matter 

Expert IRG showed that approximately one third of the IMM grants predicted by our 

tool were assigned to a non_IMM by CSR. 
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Table 6. IMM/Non_IMM prediction on 10 NIH Institute/Center(IC) applications in 

2014 

IC Name 
Number of R01 applica-

tions 

Predicted as 

IMM 

Predicted as 

Non_IMM 

NIAID 2261 835 (36.9%) 1426 (63.1%) 

NIAMS 730 91 (12.5%) 639 (87.5%) 

NCI 3514 326 (9.3%) 3188 (90.7%) 

NHLBI 2579 238 (9.2%) 2341 (90.8%) 

NIDDK 1800 164 (9.1%) 1636 (90.9%) 

NIA 940 47 (5.0%) 893 (95.0%) 

NINDS 1976 93 (4.7%) 1883 (95.3%) 

NEI 969 41 (4.2%) 928 (95.8%) 

NICHD 995 25 (2.5%) 970 (97.5%) 

NIMH 1504 22 (1.5%) 1482.(5%) 

 

3.7 Prediction of IMM Grants in Other IRGs 

We also ran the prediction program on grants to other non-IMM IRGs from 2008 to 

2014. Table 7 shows the number and percentage of IMM and Non_IMM grants iden-

tified by the classifier.  
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Table 7. Prediction of IMM/Non_IMM for all type 1 R01 in 2008-2014 

IRG Predicted_As_IMM Predicted_As_Non_IMM Percentage 

IMM 676 179 79.06% 

OTC 151 1071 12.36% 

IDM 142 782 15.37% 

AARR 142 787 15.29% 

CVRS 115 980 10.50% 

DKUS 97 592 14.08% 

CB 87 1033 7.77% 

MOSS 84 829 9.20% 

BDCN 83 1273 6.12% 

VH 66 662 9.07% 

OBT 51 985 4.92% 

BST 47 740 5.97% 

EMNR 47 823 5.40% 

SBIB 41 974 4.04% 

MDCN 33 1063 3.01% 

BCMB 28 949 2.87% 

GGG 25 924 2.63% 

PSE 25 1098 2.23% 

IFCN 20 945 2.07% 

BBBP 8 788 1.01% 

RPHB 8 851 0.93% 

HDM 8 908 0.87% 

ETTN 6 203 2.87% 

IMST 4 88 4.35% 
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The analysis shows that IMM IRG has the highest number of predicted IMM grants 

(676), and it also has the highest percentage (79.6%) of predicted IMM grants. Both 

results are as expected and confirm that the method of the classifier met our initial 

goal.  

The 5 IRG (OTC, IDM, AARR, CVRS and DKUS) below the IMM IRG had between 

151-97 predicted IMM grants (15.37%-10.5%.) These values can be rationalized ba-

sed on the scientific scope of these IRGs. (For example, the Oncology 2 - Translatio-

nal Clinical IRG (OTC) considers “applications involving translational and clinical 

investigations that encompass cancer prevention, diagnosis and treatment”. Some of 

these cancer studies are immunology related.)  

However, the remaining IRGs all contained some predicted IMM grants, ranging 

from 1% to 9%. This might indicate that there are a number of IMM grants that are 

misplaced and merit further assessment.  

4    Conclausion 

In this study, we constructed a Naive Bayesian model to identify basic immunology 

grants from all NIH grant applications. Two RCDC-LIKE score derived features were 

designed to train the model. Both features are network based and we verified the ro-

bustness of the model in multiple tests. 

In the testing by fiscal years, the model performed well when we used previous years’ 

grants as a training set and the following years’ grants as a test set. This indicates that 

basic immunology topics did not change much, or only very slowly, over the last few 

years.  

When we applied the model to applications from other NIH ICs the results hi-

ghlighted a potential issue of IMM grants not being directed to the IMM IRG. 

We leveraged the 1,130 IMM grants in the training set to predict future NIH grants as 

IMM or Non_IMM. The 1,130 grants provided a signature able to identify future NIH 

grants or even other medical research text as immunology related. 
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Abstract: With the advent of Industry 4.0, production processes have been 

endowed with intelligent cyber-physical systems generating massive amounts of 

streaming sensor data. Internet of Things technologies have enabled capturing, 

managing, and processing production data at a large scale in order to utilize this 

data as an asset for the optimization of production processes. In this work, we 

focus on the automatic detection of physical defects in the production of surface-

mount devices. We show how to build a classification model based on random 

forests that efficiently detects defect products with a high degree of precision. In 

fact, the results of our preliminary experimental analysis indicate that our 

approach is able to correctly determine defects in a simulated production 

environment of surface-mount devices with a MCC score of 0.96. We investigate 

the feasibility of utilizing this approach in realistic settings. We believe that our 

approach will help to advance the production of surface-mount devices. 

Keywords: Industry 4.0, surface-mount technology, data mining, classification. 

1    Introduction 

A surface-mount device is an electronic device with components mounted on the 

surface of printed circuit boards (PCBs). The method for production of surface-mount 

devices is called the surface-mount technology (SMT). This method consists of three 

steps: solder pasting, component pick and place, and solder reflow. SMT has enabled 

manufacturers to reduce the volume, weight, and cost of electronic devices. 

The increasing demand in surface-mount devices has resulted in considerable 

advancement in SMT production systems [1, 2]. Yet, the generation of defects 

remains inevitable due to a number of factors such as machinery failure, bad parts, 

and imperfect production process. Common physical defects are missing solder paste 

and solder bridge in the solder printing step; missing and falsely oriented parts during 

pick and place phase; and faulty solder joints and component shift in the solder reflow 

step [1]. Occurrence of defects increases costs and deteriorates the SMT manufactu 

ring process [3]. 

Defect detection of surface-mount devices is mostly attributed to physical properties. 

These properties can be inspected with a combination of vision-based and data mining 
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methods. In this work, we present the SMT process through a realistic simulation. 

Considering the real-time constraints and unlikelihood of defects, we evaluate the 

effectiveness of random forests in mining defects. Furthermore, we study the 

feasibility of utilizing the algorithm in a closed production feedback loop to save 

manufacturing costs. 

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines related work. Section 3 details 

the utilized production environment. We propose our classification approach in 

Section 4. The results of the performance analysis are given in Section 5 before the 

paper is concluded with an outlook on future work in Section 6. 

2    Related Work 

Several works focus on detecting surface-mount defects during and after the 

production. Kim et al. [4] present a system that extracts solder joints from images and 

trains neural networks classifying defects with 98% accuracy. Ko et al. [5] propose a 

X-ray system using linear vector quantization and multi-layer perceptions to detect 

defective ball grid array solder joints. Acciani et al. [1] extract regions of interests 

from images of surface-mount boards and use similar algorithms to detect solder joint 

defects with an accuracy of 98.8%. Tsai and Yang [6] present an eigen-based 

similarity measure for finding deviations from a reference image to detect flaws in 

PCBs and components placement. Hui and Pang [2] propose a method to detect solder 

paste defects by 3D reconstruction of solder profiles, geometric segmentation, and 

classification with full accuracy. In another work, authors present DMAIC [3] to 

improve the solder pasting process and reduce defects by 44%. 

Maier et al. [7] propose a general purpose system that uses probabilistic deterministic 

timed automata to learn the topology of production components and their behavior. 

Subsequently, it detects anomalies by comparing new entries with the learned models. 

Another work [8] presents a distance-based classification method for anomaly 

detection in real-time after an offline training phase. 

Previous works present systems suitable for detection of different kinds of defects on 

surface-mount devices. While [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8] show outstanding results, none offer a 

methodology that adapts to changes in product specifications. These systems typically 

rely on a training set acquired at an offline phase and assume that the training set 

applies to all new products. In addition, [1, 4, 5, 6] solely consider images taken from 

products and do not take into account data collected by other means (e.g. non-visual 

sensor measurements). On the other hand, [7] learns adaptively from production data 

and performs accurate defect detection. However, because the approach only models 

process information, it is unlikely that it will be successful in SMT classification. In 

production of surface-mount devices, most defects occur due to deviations in physical 

properties of devices [1, 2, 4, 5, 6]. In this paper, we focus on physical properties of 

surface-mount devices and present elements of an adaptive classification system. 
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Figure 1. Layout of the SMT (top) and Non-SMT (bottom) assembly lines. 

3    SMT Production Environment 

We created an environment using Siemens Tecnomatix Plant Simulation [9] that 
mimics the material flow and production processes performed in an actual SMT 
production line. The use of simulation enables us to understand the SMT process 
control without accessing and interfering with a running factory. 

The environment consists of two assembly lines interconnected via an in-process 
buffer. The first line is fully automated, responsible for all steps of the SMT method. 
The second line performs operations related to assembly of machanical components 
(e.g. springs, screws, and connectors) and functional inspections. In this line, several 
stations are operated by humans and parallelized for an optimized throughput. Figure 
1 shows the layout of both assembly lines. On the first line, production items are 
transported from one station to the other using a belt conveyor system, whereas they 
are conveyed manually in the second line. Furthermore, a buffering mechanism is in 
place between several stations to compensate for variations of the time needed for 
different operations. Table 1 describes the stations. 

 

Table 1. Description and total measurements produced by each of the stations. 

Station  Description   M.  

ScreenPrinter  Pastes solder on designated areas of the PCB using a stencil   2 

PasteInspection  Optically checks if solder correctly covers the solder pads   12 

PickAndPlace  Picks components and places them on specific positions   4 

AOI  Automated optical inspection: checks position of components   12 

Oven  Reflows the solder paste so that components mount to the PCB   1 

Housing  Placement of the surface-mount device in a plastic housing   1 

ConAssembly  Mounting Non-SMT connectors on the PCB and/or housing   2 

PtAssembly Assembly of other components (e.g. springs, auxiliary modules)  2 

Welding  Closing the lid of the housing with high-frequency welding   1 

Flashing  Flashing firmware on the Chip(s)   0 

FunctionTest  Performing final quality inspections on products   1 
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The environment manufactures six types of surface-mount devices  with 

similar product layouts. In this way, each product  is mapped to a mathematical 

feature vector  as follows: 

  (1) 

Each feature vector  comprises four types of measurements that are recorded for 

each product: the spatial coordinates of the solder joints and the surface-mount 

components , the torques applied for tightening screws , the 

temperatures in reflow ovens , and the welding frequency for mounting the 

housing components . Moreover, each product is given a label, based on the 

functional test performed at the end of the production. On average, 5% of products 

fail the functional test. 

4    Random Forests Classifier 

Random forests [10] is an ensemble learning method that works by constructing 
multiple decision trees during the training and taking an aggregation of their outputs 
for each classification task. The use of multiple decision trees makes random forests 
less prone to overfitting and more robust on imbalanced datasets. 

We simulated the production of 30768 products of type  and utilized [11] to 

aggregate sensor measurements during the production. For each generated product, 

we extracted a feature vector  with a label and stored them together in a 

database. We performed simple dimensionality reduction to map identical 

measurements from parallel production station into one feature. This enabled us to 

make the dimension of feature vectors uniform regardless of the production process. 

All other numeric measurements were used directly as features, in total resulting in 

feature vector . 

We tried various parametrization of the algorithm to find the optimal configurations 

for high accuracy and short training time. The result was an ensemble with 100 trees 

and max depth of 90 for each tree. In addition, as in [10] we set the maximum number 

of features used for training of each tree to  where  is the dimension 

of . Other parameters such as minimum number of samples required to split an 

internal node and a leaf node were set to 2 and 1 respectively per [12]’s 

recommendation. During the training we allow the growth of a tree until all its nodes 

reach an impurity of below  or the tree exceeds the max depth threshold. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the ensemble with the suggested settings, we trained 

a model with 90% of the dataset selected at random. The model was trained in 26 

seconds and achieved a Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) score of 0.96 on the 

remaining 10% of the data. We chose MCC for evaluating the performance because it 

considers the weight of classes and also reflects true/false positives and negatives. In 

a class-wise comparison, the classifier detects 94% of defects and wrongly classifies 

non-defects at a rate of . 
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5    Experiments 

We showed that a random forests model trained with a large dataset can accurately 
classify most defects. However, in realistic settings, it is not always feasible to 
manufacture that number of products in a reasonable amount of time. In another 
experiment, we continuously re-train the model over a growing dataset; see Figure 2. 
The MCC score is close to 0.9 when trained with about 5000 vectors and well above 
0.9 after 8000 vectors. The fraction of falsely classified items (Hamming Loss) goes 
below 0.01 with more than 7500 vectors. 

During the production, the items go through subsequent stations responsible for 
different tasks. A classification mechanism is practical only if it is able to detect a 
defect in a short time window after leaving a station and before it is placed on a track 
toward the next station. We closely monitored the production process and realized 
that this time window is at least 6.57 seconds. On average, the classification using the 
presented approach takes 110 milliseconds to complete (Powered by Intel W3565 
@3.20GHz and 8GB of RAM). This leaves us with a remaining 6.46 seconds for 
transfer of data from and back to the production line. 

The suggested classifier achieves an Accuracy (ACC) of 98.4% when trained with a 
balanced dataset of 2000 feature vectors. We balanced the data because ACC measure 
does not consider the weight of classes but it is required for comparison with the 
related work. 

 

Figure 2. The performance of the classifier with respect to total feature vectors 
available during the training. 

6    Conclusions and Future Work 

In this work, we defined and presented a realistic production process. We simulated 
the process with state-of-the-art technologies, creating a data mining testbed. We 
showed that it is feasible to train accurate models in such an environment while 
fulfilling real-time constraints. Altogether, those parts constitute the building blocks 
for constructing and proving the feasibility of an adaptable stream mining framework 
applying state-of-the-art machine leaning techniques in real-time and online. To do 
so, the following future work is foreseen: 

1. Integrating the classification system with the production environment using 
existing protocols and standards.  

2. Collecting the data in an efficient and scalable manner.  

3. Providing an adaptable framework that fits into Industry 4.0 needs.  
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4. Investigating the application of interactive machine learning techniques [13].  

5. Offering a flexible, integrated, and manageable solution to data scientists allowing 
them to work in industrial settings effectively and realistically.  

6. Evaluating the benefits of such systems from a manufacturing perspective.  

7. Finally, validating the approach in real-world use cases.  
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